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ABSTRACT

FULLY COMPLIANT TENSURAL BISTABLE
MECHANISMS (FTBM) WITH ON-CHIP
THERMAL ACTUATION

Daniel L. Wilcox
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Masters of Science

The Fully compliant Tensural Bistable Mechanism (FTBM) class is introduced.
The class consists of fully compliant linear bistable mechanisms that achieve much of
their displacement and bistable behavior through tension loading of compliant segments.
Multiple topologies of designs arising from the FTBM class were designed using a finite
element analysis (FEA) model with optimization. In a coupled design approach, thermal
actuators were optimized to the force and displacement requirements of the bistable mechanisms, and selected FTBM devices were combined in switching systems with the resulting

Thermomechanical

In-plane

Microactuators

(TIMs)

and

Amplified

Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuators (ATIMs). Successful on-chip actuation was

demonstrated. The bistable mechanisms and actuators in this work were fabricated in the
MUMPs and SUMMiT V surface micromachining MEMS fabrication technologies.
The Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM) is
also introduced. The StATIM is a compact linear output actuator based on the ATIM that is
capable of large displacements relative to the size of the actuator. The StATIMs presented
in this thesis were fabricated in the SUMMiT V technology.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

“What are the possibilities of small but movable machines? They may or may not
be useful, but they surely would be fun to make.” [1]
In 1959, physicist Richard Feynman challenged researchers to explore the possibilities of technological advancement on the small scale. Since that time, computers have
been reduced from room-size to desktop and hand-held devices, facilitated by evershrinking microelectronics. MEMS, or microelectromechanical systems, fulfill Feynman’s
vision; moveable microdevices that are actually useful have been developed and demonstrated. Notable among these is Texas Instrument’s DMD (Digital Mirror Device; an array
of micromirrors, each acting as a single pixel), which is used in some computer projectors.
In another example, pressure sensors and accelerometers are used for applications such as
automotive airbags.
The DMD and airbag sensors are examples of the limited number of “small but
movable” devices brought about by MEMS technological advancement that have entered
the commercial market. The difficulties inherent to batch fabrication, the general difficul1

ties of reliability at the microlevel, and the difficulties of integrating the microdevices and
the required control circuitry make the transition from “fun to make” to “useful” a difficult
one. The difficulties of fabrication, actuation methods, efficiency, packaging, design verification and reliability must all be considered. This work focused on design for integration, as a microbistable switch and thermal actuation system were modeled, fabricated,
and tested.

1.1 Purpose of research
The purpose of the research presented in this thesis was to develop and introduce a
new class of microbistable mechanisms, the Fully compliant Tensural Bistable Mechanism (FTBM) class, by describing the basic phenomena present, presenting models that
predict the behavior of the mechanisms, providing experimental results, and demonstrating on-chip actuation. The mechanism class developed in this work consists of fully compliant bistable devices that undergo tension loads in addition to compression and bending
loads. An additional purpose is to develop and demonstrate microbistable switching systems where the design of the bistable mechanism and the actuation system is closely tied.
The Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (TIM) and Amplified Thermomechanical
In-plane Microactuator (ATIM) are used to actuate the mechanisms in the FTBM class.
Selected bistable mechanisms and thermal actuators were modeled and designed in tandem, and combined in simple switching systems where the actuator and the microswitch
are closely tailored to each other. The potential benefits of this approach include lower
system power requirements and a smaller system footprint.
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1.1.1 Brief description of devices involved
Bistable mechanisms have promise at the micro level as electrical contacts, optical
shutters, and microfluidic valves, for example. The microbistable mechanism class developed in this research has potential applications in many of these areas. Bistable mechanisms that are fully compliant can have smaller, more precise displacement behavior than
comparable partially compliant or rigid-body mechanisms because of the clearances
required for the micro pin joints. Fully compliant mechanisms also tend to have a higher
number of cycles to failure than rigid-body or partially compliant mechanisms, and are
particularly valuable at the micro level, where tolerances are large relative to device
dimensions, assembly is virtually impossible, and wear is a concern.
The FTBM mechanism class presented in this work consists of devices related to
the traditional folded beam suspension. The devices’ legs are set at an angle, and the thicknesses of the legs in the plane of bending are varied, resulting in bistable behavior. The
FTBM class will be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator, or ATIM, was developed for MEMS applications requiring large-displacement actuation. However, the ATIM
itself has not been the subject of much published research. The ATIM consists of two thermal actuators and an unheated segment of the mechanism that acts as a displacement
amplifier. Because the ATIM uses geometric deflection amplification, it is typically used
when large deflections are needed, but it promises to be a versatile thermal actuator that
can be designed for a wide range of forces and output deflections. There is potential to
develop the ATIM as a class of actuators not only for large-deflection applications, but
3

also for low-power, small-displacement actuation. The results of this work show that the
ATIM can be used for multiple applications, including lower-power, small- to mediumdisplacement applications. The work on the TIM and ATIM is presented in Chapter 3. A
compact configuration of the ATIM, called the Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical Inplane Microactuator (StATIM), is presented in Chapter 6.

1.2 Significance of research
The FTBM mechanism class developed in this work consists of fully compliant
bistable mechanisms that undergo a combination of tension and bending loads. The majority of fully compliant in-plane bistable mechanisms in the literature rely exclusively on the
combination of compression and bending1 loads. Segments loaded in tension and bending
can have behavior similar to that of segments loaded in compression and bending, but a
whole new design space for bistable mechanisms is available to MEMS designers. In
some applications, the stress stiffening resulting from high tension loads could have positive benefits. Unlike segments loaded in compression and bending do, segments loaded in
tension and bending do not have potential buckling concerns. Tension-loaded segments
can thus experience higher loads and are typically much stiffer than compression-loaded
segments.
Microswitch and microactuator research are often pursued separately. For example, after a switch is modeled and designed, it might then be paired with an existing thermal or electrostatic actuator for testing and demonstration, and then fabricated either in1.The device presented in [16] is a notable exception. Devices similar to the SRFBM were also developed in this work.
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house or at a MEMS foundry. In other words, the actuator used to switch a microdevice is
often selected because it is known to have more than enough force and displacement; the
switch and actuator design are often not well matched, resulting in a switching system that
is not as efficient as possible. In this research, microbistable switch and actuator (a TIM or
an ATIM) are designed and modeled in a semi-linked manner; the requisite thermal actuation system is optimized to the force and displacement requirements of the switch. The
benefit of this approach is that the performance of the switching system is optimized for
efficiency and easily customized to specific applications.
The research reported in this thesis helps make the TIM and ATIM more viable
actuators for many applications, possibly including low-power microbattery systems. A
parametric model of the TIM and ATIM, developed at Sandia National Laboratories by
Michael Baker, is utilized. The model allows designers of microswitches and other
devices that require on-chip actuation to quickly design actuators that closely match the
needs of each unique device requiring actuation. As part of this work, optimization capabilities are added to the thermal actuator parametric model. Various configurations of the
new fully compliant bistable mechanisms developed in this research are used to demonstrate the thermal actuator analysis and optimization model. Successful on-chip actuation
of selected bistable switches by actuators tailored to the switch’s requirements is demonstrated.

5

1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, the FTBM class is introduced and defined. Macro and micro proofof-concept mechanisms and refined designs are presented that validate the finite element
analysis (FEA) models developed. Bistable mechanisms from four configurations of the
FTBM class, fabricated using the SUMMiT V surface micromachining MEMS technology, are presented in this work. Displacement and force measurements are compared to
predicted results. On-chip actuation of selected bistable mechanisms is achieved using
simple switching systems with thermal actuators optimized according to the bistable
mechanisms’ force and displacement requirements. The FTBM class introduced in this
work has multiple potential uses, including electrical relays, optical shutters, and microfluidic applications, with all the benefits of fully compliant behavior.
A compact thermal actuator with a large ratio of output displacement to device
footprint, the Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM), is
also introduced in this work.

1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 of this thesis summarizes prior research pertinent to this work. Chapter 3
describes the thermal actuator research. Specifically, the optimization of the TIM and
ATIM is presented, including descriptions of manufactured designs and their predicted
power-displacement performance. On-chip actuation of selected combined switch and
actuator systems using the optimized thermal actuators is presented. The FTBM class is
introduced in Chapter 4, and designs from three distinct topologies in the design space are
6

presented. Predicted and measured values for the required switching forces and displacement characteristics are compared. Chapter 5 presents an additional design topology possible in the FTBM mechanism class. Several bistable mechanisms, including two with onchip actuation using optimized TIMs, are presented. Measured values for output displacement and actuation power required of the manufactured actuators are included. A chapter
presenting the StATIM, a compact multi-layer thermal actuator, follows. The final chapter
presents conclusions and recommendations for further research.

7
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Research pertinent to this work includes research in compliant mechanism design,
bistable micromechanisms, actuation methods, and manufacturing methods. Mechanisms
with compliant behavior often provide significant advantages over similar rigid-body
mechanisms, particularly at the micro level. But until recently, compliant mechanism
design was quite difficult because of the large deflections and energy storage involved.
Several design methodologies have been developed to address this need, such as the
Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model, which presents straightforward design methods and approximations for a wide variety of compliant members.
Various microswitches and microactuation methods have been developed. Of particular note is the research pertaining to fully compliant bistable mechanisms and thermal
actuation. On-chip actuation, where micromachined actuators are used to actuate
microswitches, micromirrors, or other microdevices, has been demonstrated in-situ by
several research facilities.

9

2.1 Compliant mechanisms
A compliant mechanism is a device which achieves some or all of its functionality
from deflection of its members. Compliant mechanisms typically have lower part counts
than their rigid-body counterparts, and often can be manufactured more simply and inexpensively. Through lower part counts, and particularly through the elimination of pin
joints, compliant mechanisms tend to exhibit better performance than equivalent rigidbody mechanisms because of the possibility of increased precision and reliability, reduced
wear, weight, and maintenance [2]. Especially at the micro level, where design and manufacturing tolerances are large relative to device dimensions due to fabrication constraints,
the benefits of compliant mechanisms abound.
The motion of a compliant mechanism causes its flexible members to deflect and
store elastic strain energy. This energy can be exploited in the functionality of the device.
For example, [2] describes a common compliant mechanism: a bow-and-arrow system. As
the arrow is drawn, the bow deflects, and strain energy is stored in the bow. When the
arrow is released, the stored strain energy is transformed into kinetic energy as the arrow
is propelled forward.
A mechanism can consist of rigid, partially compliant, or fully compliant members. Rigid-body mechanisms can be designed according to standard kinematic relations
and are assembled from rigid links connected by hinges or pin joints. Partially compliant
mechanisms have some rigid segments and some segments with compliant behavior. Fully
compliant mechanisms have no pin joints or hinges, and all of their functionality comes

10

from deflection of their members and the resulting storage of mechanical strain energy.
Compliant mechanisms can be designed and analyzed by kinematic methods such as the
Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model, or by continuum methods such as topological synthesis.

2.1.1 Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model (PRBM) for compliant mechanism
design
The Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model (PRBM) was developed for the design of partially
and fully compliant mechanisms, and is presented in detail in [2]. The PRBM approximates complaint segments as rigid linkages with torsional springs at the pin joints. The
spring constant of the torsional spring is defined by the geometry of the flexible segment
as well as by its material properties. The PRBM has been extended to flexures with a wide
variety of loading conditions. In a basic example, Figure 2.1 shows a simple compliant
cantilever beam with an applied force on the free end, along with the beam’s equivalent
pseudo-rigid-body model.
The Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model can be used to develop a compliant version of a
rigid-body mechanism, through a process termed rigid-body replacement, or kinematic
synthesis [2]. A PRBM representation that meets the kinematic requirements of a device is
created, and then traditional rigid-body equations are used. Alternatively, synthesis with
compliance, or kinetostatic synthesis, accounts not only for the kinematic behavior of the
device, but also the required function or conditions of compliance. For example, a mechanism could be designed to have a certain stroke and near-constant force across a certain
range of motion. The PRBM is a lumped-compliance model; the compliant segments are
replaced by rigid segments with torsional or linear springs.
11

2.1.2 Topological optimization methods for compliant mechanism
design
Another method of designing compliant mechanisms is topological synthesis or
topological optimization. Whereas the PRBM uses a lumped-compliance approach to
compliant mechanism design, topological methods use continuum models. Some varia-

a)

b)
Figure 2.1 Cantilever beam: a) with fixed-pinned end conditions. b) Pseudo-rigidbody representation.
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tions of this method are described in [3-6]. In this method, the problem is initially defined
loosely by the input/output force and deflection requirements, and an initial layout guess is
made that includes all possible topologies within the “design region.” The design region is
essentially the external bounds within which the mechanism must be designed. The design
region can be meshed by nodes and truss elements connecting the nodes, representing all
possible material locations. The cross section of each element is varied in the analysis; if
the cross section geometry approaches zero, the element has been removed. Another
method involves dividing a continuous material into a rectangular mesh. The density of
each point is varied; each will be assigned as a fill or void by the subsequent optimization
routines [6]. The kinematic and structural requirements are then met by a weighted multiple-objective optimization problem, which refines the initial guess into a final topology
that can then be analyzed with FEA (or with other numerical methods) to meet mechanical
constraints such as stress and fatigue.
Continuum models are particularly useful for mechanisms which require distributed compliance2 in their design, where the deflections of the mechanism are not easily
found by standard Euler beam theory or the PRBM. The nature of such distributed compliance necessitates the use of nonlinear numerical methods.

2.1.3 Compliant mechanism application
As their benefits over rigid-body mechanisms become more widely known, compliant mechanisms are becoming widespread. Examples of compliant mechanisms at the
2.

One example of a mechanism requiring distributed compliance would be a device whose function is dependant on a
flexible member with compliant behavior that varies non-uniformly along its length, that would not be easily modeled with a lumped-compliance model such as the PRBM.
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macro level include a shampoo bottle lid, the leaf springs on a truck, the plastic snapping
latch on many backpacks, and a compliant overrunning clutch [7]. At the micro level, the
benefits of compliant mechanisms can be exploited in many applications, such as bistable
switches, actuators, microvalves, and positioning mechanisms.

2.2 Bistable mechanisms
2.2.1 Definition and application
A bistable mechanism has three locations where no input energy is required to
maintain the device’s position, including two stable equilibrium positions and one unstable equilibrium position. Input energy is only required to change from one stable point to
another. In the classic “ball-on-a-hill” analogy, shown in Figure 2.2a, the balls in positions
A and C are located at local minimums of the energy curve; without an input sufficient to
push a ball over the curve, each will remain at the positions indicated. While the ball at
position B is also in a stable position, a small input will cause a large displacement; the
position is thus defined as an unstable equilibrium position. If instead a stop is placed at

a)

b)

Figure 2.2 “Ball-on-a-hill” analogy to bistable behavior.
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some point between B and C, the ball will stop before point C in Figure 2.2b) and exert a
force against the stop. The ball exerts the maximum possible force against the stop when
the stop is at the inflection point on the energy curve. This point of maximum force is the
contact point, the point the bistable mechanism exhibits the largest negative force.
A common bistable mechanism is the light switch, which stays in either its on or
off state. Between the switch’s two stable states lies an unstable equilibrium position,
where no input energy is required to maintain the position, but where a slight perturbation
in either direction will cause the switch to snap to one of its stable equilibrium positions,
on or off.
Bistable mechanisms can be partially compliant, where the device consists of one
or more flexible segments as well as one or more traditional joints, or fully compliant,
where the mechanism achieves all of its motion and function from the motion of compliant segments. Configurations of compliant mechanisms which exhibit bistable behavior
have been classified and presented in [8].

2.2.2 Compliant microbistable mechanisms
Most bistable mechanisms have some compliant behavior, even if that behavior is
simply from a linear spring. Some method of storing energy is present3. The unstable
equilibrium point (where the mechanism could snap either direction) corresponds to the
point of maximum stored energy. The second stable equilibrium point corresponds to a
local minimum in the energy curve.
3.

While most bistable mechanisms store strain energy, a notable exception is the mechanism presented in [9], which
uses balanced electrostatic and magnetic forces to snap a microvalve between two positions.
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Bistable mechanisms have many MEMS applications. The simplest bistable mechanism at both the macro and micro levels is a snap-through buckled beam, such as those
presented in [10] and [12]. Bistable mechanisms have been developed at the micro level
for several applications, such as microvalves [9], switches [13-18], and actuators [19].
The requirements for a microbistable mechanism depend on the application, but generally
include requiring low actuation force and power, high cycle life, and predictable, repeatable motion. Because of the poor ratio of tolerances to device dimensions inherent to processes at the micro level, fully compliant microbistable mechanisms are very appealing.
Of the bistable mechanisms listed above, the mechanisms presented in [10-12,15,16,19]
and [20]4 can be defined as fully compliant. For a bistable mechanism to be feasible for
MEMS applications, a reliable method of on-chip actuation at reasonable power levels
must be available.

2.3 Microactuator development
Several energy sources have been used in the development of actuators on the
micro level. The most significant progress has been made using thermal and electrostatic
actuation methods.

2.3.1 Thermal actuation
Thermal actuators generate movement through the heating of their segments. Generally, this movement is amplified by the geometry of the device. Both linear- and rota4.

The mechanism presented in [20] clamps a fiber, moves it to an adjacent groove, and releases it. Therefore, it might
be more accurately called a two-position switching mechanism. It is true no energy is required to maintain the second position of the fiber, but the lateral actuators used return to their original state when power is cut off.
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tional-output [25] actuators have been demonstrated. Thermal actuators both of a single
material [2,21-27] and multiple materials [28] have been developed.
2.3.1.1 Bi-material thermal actuators
Bi-material thermal actuators exploit the difference in thermal expansion between
two materials. Such actuators often are designed as cantilever beams with a metal heating
element sandwiched between the outer layers [28]. As the beam is heated, the material
with the higher coefficient of thermal expansion expands more than the other materials,
causing the tip of the cantilever to rise upwards if the higher-coefficient material is in the
lower layers of the beam, or deflect towards the substrate if the higher-coefficient material
is on the top layers of the beam. The same behavior can also be exploited to design for inplane lateral motion.
2.3.1.2 Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (TIM)
The thermomechanical in-plane microactuator, or TIM, is a linear-output thermal
actuator [21-23,26,29] (see Figure 2.3). The TIM consists of two rows of slightly angled
beams mirrored across a center shuttle. The legs of the TIM are heated by passing an electric current through them. The resulting joule-heating induced thermal expansion is amplified by the geometry of the actuator. As the legs on each side of the shuttle expand, they
are constrained by the shuttle, and the shuttle displaces forward. The legs of the actuator
are fabricated at a slight angle to predispose the TIM in the desired direction of motion.
The power input required and the force output of the TIM are determined by the material
properties, number of legs, and geometry of the legs. The displacement of an unloaded
TIM is determined by the temperature difference, material properties, and leg geometry.
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For example, the smaller the leg offset angle, the greater the output displacement. A TIM
with 300 µm legs has been demonstrated to have as much as 20 µm of displacement, while
a 150 µm TIM with 16 legs exhibited forces as high as 400 µN [26]5, with even higher
forces possible. The fully compliant nature of thermal actuators results in reliable, consistent performance, assuming temperatures high enough to cause permanent deformation
are not reached [16].
2.3.1.3 Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (ATIM)
An amplified TIM, or ATIM, consists of two TIMs pushing inwards on another set
of legs, which geometrically amplifies the displacement (Figure 2.4). Because the output
force of the TIMs is mostly an axial force on the amplified legs, the output force of the
ATIM tends to be less than the sum of the forces of the individual TIMs. Once again,
increasing the number of legs on the heated TIMs raises the force output of the ATIM, but

Figure 2.3 Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (TIM).

5.

The devices in [26] were fabricated in the MUMPs process.
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Figure 2.4 Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (ATIM)

Figure 2.5 Staged bent-beam eletrothermal actuator

also increases the power required to achieve same displacement as the lower-force ATIM.
The force output of the ATIM can range from tens to hundreds of µN.
2.3.1.4 Bent beam actuators
Devices similar to the TIM, called bent beam actuators or V-actuators, are presented in [24] and [30]. Cascaded or staged configurations similar to the ATIM are also
presented (see Figure 2.5). Standard polysilicon bent beam actuators, as well as electro-
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Figure 2.6 Thermally driven beam flexure actuator

plated Ni and boron-doped single crystal silicon devices, were tested in the research. The
V-actuators presented in the literature tend to be significantly larger than the ATIM, and
exhibit forces as high as 1 mN, but have correspondingly high power requirements.
2.3.1.5 “Heatuator” thermal actuators
Heatuators, or thermally driven beam flexure actuators, as shown in Figure 2.6,
have a “hot” arm and a “cold” arm. When current is passed through the device, the hot
arm, which has a higher resistance, heats up more than the cold arm, resulting in a larger
thermal expansion. The tip of the actuator is deflected laterally, with a slight angular rotation, due to the expansion difference. Heatuators tend to have extremely low force output,
but connecting several actuators to a center shuttle and wiring them in parallel can
increase the force available [31].

2.3.2 Electrostatic actuation
Electrostatic actuation is used for both in-plane and out-of-plane motion. For outof-plane actuation, a voltage is applied between a cantilever or fixed-fixed beam and the
substrate. The resulting capacitor-like charge buildup between the surfaces creates a net
20

attractive force, resulting in electrostatic pull down of the top surface. In-plane electrostatic actuation is based on the same principle, except that the surfaces at different potentials are in-plane, and the resulting motion is also in-plane. Electrostatic actuators tend to
have extremely low force output compared to thermal actuators.
2.3.2.1 Electrostatic pull down
Much research has focused on the use of electrostatic pull down in MEMS.
Devices that act simultaneously as the actuator and the actuated mechanism have been
developed, such as the switching arrays presented in [32] and [33]. In a promising application [34,35], electrostatic pull-down coupled with interferometric measurement techniques
was used to determine the fracture strength and other properties of polysilicon. Since
much of the testing can be done non-destructively, the method shows great promise for
batch-by-batch process control and characterization.
2.3.2.2 Comb drives
A comb drive consists of an array of interlocking comb-like beams with a voltage
difference. As electrostatic charge builds between the surfaces (fixed “fingers” and moving “fingers”) at different voltages, a net displacement in the designed direction of motion
results (see Figure 2.7). Comb drives must be designed such that shorting between the
comb fingers does not occur; when such contact occurs, the comb drive will cease to function, since the motion is due to the voltage difference that must be maintained between the
two sides of the actuator.
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Figure 2.7 Example of interdigitated comb drive section.

Linear motion electrostatic comb drives are typically limited to low output forces.
Higher forces require smaller displacements, larger actuators, or both. Research (such as
that presented in [36]) has been pursued to increase the output force available, with some
success. Comb drives tend to be relatively large as well, resulting in a low output force
density. Both of these drawbacks to comb drives are addressed in [37], where a compact
comb drive smaller than a 100 µm x 100 µm bond pad is presented that has approximately
15 µN force output, which is similar to the output of 1200 µm x 1000 µm electrostatic
actuators capable of driving a microengine. The displacement of the actuator is quite small
at only 2 µm, but a stroke amplification mechanism [38] that helps minimize this problem
has been developed and demonstrated.
2.3.2.3 Scratch-drive actuators
A linear motion scratch drive actuator (SDA) is presented in [39]. The SDA, separated from the substrate by an insulating layer, is pulled down by electrostatic forces. The
bushing at the front of the SDA deflects forward dx as the plate buckles downward. As the
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Figure 2.8 Steps of SDA movement
electrostatic force is released, the SDA inches forward a distance of dx. If a pulling force
must be maintained, the voltage is simply reduced, not turned off, and the SDA holds its
position. As electrostatic forces are applied and released cyclically, the SDA inches across
the wafer. The SDA presented in [39] is a one-way actuator. Multiple SDAs can be connected in series and parallel to increase the force output of the actuator. Both forward and
backward motion can be achieved by SDAs in opposing orientations, with each direction
independently actuated.

2.3.3 Other actuation methods—magnetic actuation
Fully integrated magnetic actuators, or actuators without external wound coils or
other magnetic components, are demonstrated in [40]. The actuator and a contact relay are
integrated. In the device presented, a current runs through a meandering, single-layer conductive coil. A magnetic field is generated in the magnetic material surrounding the coil.
A moveable, magnetic upper plate is attracted downward until it touches two fixed contacts, and electrical contact is made. When the current is removed, the upper plate has sufficient mechanical restoring force to lift itself and break the contact. The resulting device
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switching time was less than 5 ms. The current required for the original device was high
(1.5 A), but according to the authors, later designs were expected to be lower.

2.4 MEMS fabrication processes
MEMS can be fabricated through a variety of processes, many of which are similar
to and compatible with integrated circuit processing. A long-term goal is to develop the
capability to use the same processes to integrate electronics and micro devices [41], but
process temperature and doping incompatibilities between integrated circuit and MEMS
processes must first be addressed.
Bulk micromachining is used to manufacture single-layer devices by etching the
desired features out of a solid material, usually single-crystal silicon using acids or bases.
Surface micromachining refers to the selective addition and removal of multiple layers
through material deposition and etching. Surface micromachining is used in multi-layer
processes that have thin sacrificial layers between the structural layers which are typically
1-2 µm thick. The devices presented in this work utilize surface micromachining.

2.4.1 MUMPs
MUMPs, or Multi-User MEMS Process, is a seven-layer surface-micromachined
process that has three structural (including two mechanical) polysilicon layers [42]. Low
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) is used to deposit the nitride layer and the
sacrificial oxide (phosphosilicate glass, or PSG) layers, as well as the structural polysilicon layers. The final layer deposited is a 500 nm thick gold layer, which can be used for
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wire bonding, electrical paths, and other uses. Photolithography and reactive ion etching
(RIE) are used to pattern and etch each layer as designed. The devices are fabricated on a
100 mm wafer, then diced into 1 cm x 1cm modules, and delivered to the customer. The
sacrificial PSG layers are removed by immersing the module in hydroflouric acid (HF),
coupled with a series of chemical rinses to clean the die.

2.4.2 SUMMiT V
Sandia National Laboratories has developed the SUMMiT V process6, which has
more versatility than that of any other foundry. SUMMiT V has five surface-micromachined structural layers, four of which can be used as mechanical layers. The process
design rules are given in [43]. The largest difference between (and benefit of) Sandia’s
technology over other MEMS processes is the use of chemical-mechanical polishing7
(CMP) to planarize the third and fourth mechanical layers. Traditional MEMS manufacturing processes have inherent conformity as each layer is patterned and etched, resulting
in an uneven surface topology. When the next sacrificial oxide and polysilicon layer are
deposited, the surface becomes conformal, as the material fills in where the lower layer
was etched. Since multiple layers are patterned and etched, the conformity can become
quite pronounced and can render devices requiring relative motion between layers
unworkable unless the conformity is accounted for by the designer. Even when the conformity is accounted for, the design flexibility of conformal processes is limited. In the SUMMiT V process, the sacrificial layer is deposited and planarized through CMP until the
6.
7.

SUMMiT V: Sandia Ultra-planar Multi-level MEMS Technology, with 5 polysilicon layers.
The wafer is rotated under pressure from a polishing pad to planarize the oxide layer. A silica-based alkaline slurry
is used that weakens the SiO2 bonds, and essentially grinds off the higher surfaces [44].
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Figure 2.9 Example of benefits from the planarized SUMMiT layers: Partially
compliant bistable mechanism with underlying floating pin joints.

conformity to the lower layer is completely eliminated. The next mechanical layer is then
deposited with no conformity due to underlying layers [44].
Because of the additional planarized mechanical layers in the SUMMiT process,
more complex structures and mechanisms can be designed and fabricated. For example, in
MUMPs, the ATIM is usually manufactured completely in-plane, as Figure 2.4 shows.
However, in the SUMMiT process, the heated portion of the ATIM might be placed over
the amplifying portion of the mechanism, thus reducing the total die area used by the
mechanism. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the added flexibility given by the additional, planarized layers. The connecting moveable stage between the two gears on the left of the
image is made in the planarized layers. Devices as complex as that shown in Figure 2.9 are
impossible in multi-layer processes without planarization.

2.4.3 Amorphous Diamond
Sandia National Laboratories has developed a new, single-layer MEMS process
dubbed Amorphous Diamond (aD) [45]. The benefits of aD are many, including its hydro26

phobic nature, and extremely high wear resistance. Additionally, aD is optically transparent to a wide range of wavelengths, is chemically inert, and has a high thermal
conductivity. The aD material is essentially an insulator; electrothermal actuators may not
be a feasible application of the technology because of the excessive voltages that would
likely be necessary.

2.5 Conclusion
Various bistable micromechanisms have been developed and demonstrated in surface micromachining processes, and multiple microactuation methods have been developed and demonstrated successfully. However, the microswitch research and actuator
research are typically pursued independently. Even when on-chip actuation has been demonstrated, it often is included to show the capability of the microswitch or the microactuator, not so much to present research linking the design and analysis of the two into an
integrated system. An approach to microswitch development that focuses also on appropriate design of the required actuation system will result in microsystems that are more
efficient and lend themselves better to actual applications.
In this work, novel fully compliant bistable microswitches are designed with optimization, and their predicted performance and actuation requirements are used to design
and optimize appropriate thermal actuators, resulting in an efficient system that is integrally designed. The contribution of such an approach is a step up from simply designing
microdevices and a step towards designing microsystems.
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CHAPTER 3

OPTIMIZATION-BASED
THERMAL ACTUATOR
DESIGN

In this chapter, thermal actuator optimization using a parametric model of the TIM
and ATIM is presented. The electrothermomechanical model utilized was developed by
Michael Baker8 at Sandia National Laboratories, and is based in part on the electrothermomechanical model developed in [21,22]. The research presented in this chapter built upon
the model to create a fully linked electrothermomechanical model with optimization9;
optimization capabilities and an interactive optimization interface were implemented,
resulting in a versatile parametric optimization model that can quickly design thermal
actuators tailored to the specific needs of the user. For bistable mechanism switching systems, the force and displacement requirements of the bistable mechanism define the constraints on the thermal actuator optimization.
The electrothermomechanical optimization model is briefly described. Several
optimized TIM and ATIM designs are presented and the predicted actuation power-dis-

8.
9.

Publication pending.
Due to Sandia National Laboratories intellectual property concerns, the model cannot be published in this thesis.
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placement performance is compared to measured results. Thermal actuators optimized for
one configuration of the Self-Retracting Fully-compliant Bistable Mechanism (SRFBM;
[17]), for an optimized bistable mechanism similar to the device presented in [15], and for
two DTBM bistable mechanisms (see Chapter 5) are presented. The predicted and measured power-displacement performance of selected actuators is presented, and on-chip
actuation using the optimized thermal actuators is demonstrated.

3.1 Introduction
Thermal models for the TIM have been developed and presented in [21] and [22].
The Amplified TIM (ATIM) was developed for applications with larger displacements
than the TIM could provide. The ATIM has been used successfully for on-chip actuation
of several devices, notably the bistable mechanism presented in [13]. Devices similar to
the ATIM were modeled in [25].
The parametric thermal actuator analysis code used in this work integrates a heat
transfer model for the TIM and ATIM with an FEA mechanical model. The TIM portion
of the parametric model is a full model including heat generation from current flow
through the actuator, and accounts for the heat transfer to the surrounding air, the anchors,
and the shuttle of the TIM. For the ATIM, the amplified portion is given thermal boundary
conditions resulting from the shuttle temperature of the TIM. Therefore, the temperature
profile of the amplified section is determined based on initial boundary temperature conditions of the TIM at steady state. The resulting strain from the thermal expansion profile
along the TIM and ATIM legs is passed to the mechanical model, and the resulting force
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 3.1 Layouts of the TIM and ATIM. a) full layout of TIM. b) Layout and
nomenclature of a single leg. c) ATIM layout
and displacement are recorded. A screenshot and description of the GUI for the code is
shown in Figure A.1 in Appendix A. As part of this work, optimization routines are integrated with the parametric electrothermomechanical model, creating a fully linked design
and optimization model enabling design of thermal actuators closely tailored to the
requirements of the device to be actuated.

3.2 Model
The parametric model allows for applied current or voltage, maximum leg temperature, and strain load cases. Depending on the load case selected, the resulting temperature
profile, force, displacement, and power requirements are determined by the analysis. Figure 3.1 shows general layouts of the TIM and ATIM and the design variables available for
the TIM in the parametric model. In addition to the length (Lt), offset (ot), and thickness
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(tt) of each leg of the TIM as shown, the number of legs (nt) and cross-section geometry
(At, It) are design variables. For the ATIM, the two driving TIMs shown in Figure 3.1c
have the same design variables as the basic TIM. The ATIM also requires design variables
for the amplifying portion, including length (La), offset (oa), and thickness (ta) of each leg,
the number of legs (na) and the cross-section geometry (Aa, Ia).

3.2.1 Optimization setup
Gradient-based optimization routines were linked to the parametric model for the
TIM and ATIM. An interactive GUI was designed to allow the designer to setup and run
the optimization (see Appendix A, Figure A.3).
Optimization design variables. In the optimization model, the length, width, and offset
of the TIM and the ATIM were linked through the GUI as available optimization inputs,
and the user-defined minimum and maximum values for each were used for scaling.
The cross section properties of the TIM and ATIM were calculated based on the
value of tt and ta, the layers used, and the width of the oxide cut connecting the layers. The
optimization did not vary the number of legs, the layers chosen, or the thickness of the
polysilicon layers. The maximum possible oxide cut width was used based on the design
rules of SUMMiT V (see [43]) and the current values of tt and ta at each stage of the optimization.
Optimization objective and constraints. Figure A.3 also shows the outputs from the
analysis available as the objective function and constraints. All function values were
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scaled using the allowable and indifference values entered. Depending on the focus of the
optimization, various objective functions and constraints were available, including the
voltage, current, and power levels, maximum force and deflection, the force ratio, and the
location of the maximum force, for example. Any one of these options can be selected as
the optimization objective. The objective is maximized if the allowable value is less than
the indifference value or minimized if the allowable value is greater than the indifference
value.
Any subset of the remaining outputs can be selected as constraints and appropriate
allowable value limits defined. For the optimization of thermal actuators for the bistable
mechanisms in this work, the constraints on force and displacement for the actuator optimization were set to match the requirements of each bistable mechanism. Appendix A
contains additional discussion of the combined optimization model.

3.3 Optimized designs
Thermal actuators were optimized for the SRFBM, an optimized linear bistable
mechanism10 (LBM) based on the bistable mechanisms presented in [15], and two of the
Double Tensural Bistable Mechanisms (DTBMs) in the Fully compliant Tensural Mechanism (FTBM) class, as presented in Chapter 5-FTBM Mechanism Set: Double-Tensural
Bistable Mechanisms (DTBM). Thermal actuators were optimized both for forward and
return actuation of each mechanism. In each case, the return actuator’s constraints were
based on the force and deflection behavior of the bistable mechanism as it is actuated back
10. Designed by Michael Baker.
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from its contact point (the point of maximum negative force) past the unstable equilibrium
point (USP) to its first stable equilibrium position.
The objective for each optimization run was to minimize the power required by the
TIM or ATIM to actuate the associated bistable mechanism. The force and displacement
characteristics of each bistable mechanism were used to define the optimization constraints for the thermal actuator design. The main constraints and the resulting thermal
actuator designs for each bistable mechanism are shown in Table 3.1. Designs T1-T5 are
TIMs, and Designs A1 and A2 are ATIMs. All the bistable mechanisms were designed in
the poly3 and poly4 mechanical layers in SUMMiT V. The current and voltage values
given in the table are the predicted values to actuate each respective bistable mechanism in
the indicated direction.

3.3.1 Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (TIM) design observations
When power was the objective to be minimized, the force and maximum displacement constraints usually both approached the minimum allowable value. The location of
the maximum force also tended to drive towards the zero displacement point. The optimization space for the TIM was well suited to gradient-based optimization methods; very
similar designs could be obtained from different starting points. To explore the design
space, the model was designed to randomly generate starting designs for the optimization.
While local minima were observed, even significantly different starting designs often converged to the same optimum design.
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TABLE 3.1 Thermal actuator optimization setup and resulting designs
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

A1

A2

A3

Used for

SRFBM
return

DTBM
Design
A forward

DTBM
Design
A return

DTBM
Design
C forward

DTBM
Design
C return

SRFBM
forward

LBM
forward

-

Objective

Min.
power

Min.
power

Min.
power

Min.
power

Min.
power

Min.
power

Min.
power

Max
displ.

Optimization constraints
Force (µN)

>45

>252

>152

>378

>300

>100

>300

>50

Force loc. (µm)

-

>3.0

>0.0

>5.0

<1.0

-

-

-

Max displ (µm)

>2.5

>5.5

>2.25

>10.o

>6.0

>5.0

>12.0

(obj.)

Optimized Design
Lt

53.2

173.1

64.9

299.1

185.7

126.5

107.8

300

ot

1

2.08

2.03

4.73

5.81

60.9

8.58

3.5

tt

1.2

2.4

1.09

3.6

3.1

2.2

3.04

5.0

nt

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

La

-

-

-

-

-

247

373.9

400

oa

-

-

-

-

-

30.3

54.2

9.6

ta

-

-

-

-

-

4.04

4.03

1.3

na

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

4

Predicted power requirements
Current (mA)

5.9

11.6

7.3

14.1

14

23.3

57.2

111.8

Voltage (V)

5.3

5.5

4.4

7.2

5.2

6.75

5.46

5.9

Power (mW)

31.27

63.8

32.12

101.52

72.8

157.3

301.4

660

3.3.2 Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator
While the TIM has only three optimization variables, the ATIM has at least six
variables available, resulting in a more varied design space. For a given power level and
force constraints, very similar results could be obtained from the combination of a small
offset angle TIM with a larger offset angle amplified section (such as Design A2) or a
large offset angle TIM coupled with a small offset angle amplified section (such as Design
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A1). The random starting designs of the optimization often converged to one condition or
the other. In other words, for some constraint conditions, two distinct optimal designs
were apparent. With constraints requiring large output displacements, the optimization
drove Lt and La large, and ot and oa small relative to the length of the legs. When the location of the maximum force was selected as a constraint, the optimization of the ATIM was
still quite flexible and successfully met a wide range of force location constraints.
Design A1, at around 5 µm of displacement, is a small-displacement application of
the ATIM. Design A2, with around 12 µm displacement, is an example of a medium displacement actuator application. Design A3 was optimized for large displacement.

3.4 Results
The optimized thermal actuators in Table 3.1 were fabricated in SUMMiT V. Each
thermal actuator was actuated using an HP 4145 power supply and micro probes. The
ATIMs in this work were actuated with the TIMs connected electrically in parallel to
avoid any voltage drop across the amplifying section of the actuator. A current sweep was
applied to each actuator corresponding to the required current predicted by the model. The
displacement of each actuator was measured from a sequence of image frames recorded
from an optical microscope. The images were calibrated and edge-finding methods were
employed to measure the absolute displacement of the leading edge of the actuator. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the predicted and measured power-displacement relationships for
Designs T4 and A1, respectively.
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Figure 3.2 Measured and predicted power-displacement relationship for TIM
Design T4.
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Figure 3.3 Measured and predicted power-displacement relationship for ATIM
Design A1.
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180

a)
b)
Figure 3.4 Bistable mechanism switching systems. a) SRFBM with thermal
actuator Designs A1 and T1. b) LBM with thermal actuator Design A2.

TABLE 3.2 SRFBM and LBM on-chip actuation

Current (mA)

SRFBM

LBM

Forward (Design A1)

Forward (Design A2)

Pred.

Meas.

Pred.

Meas.

23.3

31.3

57.2

50.25

Voltage (V)

6.75

4.03

5.46

4.06

Power (mW)

157.3

126.3

301.4

203.8

The bistable mechanisms used to define the optimization setup of the thermal actuators were fabricated in SUMMiT V with on-chip actuation by the resulting optimized
thermal actuators. Figure 3.4a shows the thermal actuator Designs T1 and A1 coupled
with the SRFBM in a switching system, and Figure 3.4b shows Design A2 actuating the
LBM. Table 3.2 shows the average power levels required to actuate the two bistable mechanisms in Figure 3.4. On-chip actuation using Designs T2-T5, which were optimized to
meet the requirements of DTBM Designs A and C, is presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.5 Measured and predicted power-displacement relationship for TIM
Design T3.

The predicted maximum displacement of Design A3, which was optimized for
maximum displacement, was 82.6 µm, with a maximum predicted force of 140 µN. A displacement of 82 µm was measured.
The optimization model can also be used to design thermal actuators with power
requirements in the range available from micro power sources such as micro batteries.
Figure 3.5 shows the predicted and measured power-displacement curve for Design T3.
The power required by the actuator is around 32 mW at 2.25 µm displacement. The predicted force output from Design T3 is around 140 µN. TIMs with even lower power
requirements are possible, especially if the maximum force constraints can be reduced.
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3.5 Conclusion
An optimization model for the TIM and ATIM was developed and used to design a
set of thermal actuators for on-chip actuation of bistable mechanisms. The force-displacement characteristics of the bistable mechanisms were used as constraints in the optimization. The design space of the TIM and ATIM was discussed briefly. Successful on-chip
actuation using several of the optimized thermal actuators was demonstrated. The optimization model enables rapid design of thermal actuators tailored closely to the force, deflection, or power requirements of bistable mechanisms and possibly many other types of
devices.
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CHAPTER 4

THE FULLY COMPLIANT
TENSURAL BISTABLE
MECHANISM (FTBM) CLASS

4.1 Purpose
A new class of bistable mechanisms inspired by the folded beam suspension is presented in this chapter. The class consists of fully compliant bistable mechanisms which
undergo tension loads in addition to or in place of compression loads. The mechanism
class is called the Fully compliant Tensural Bistable Mechanism (FTBM) class. Prototype
proof of concept configurations of the FTBM were designed using finite element analysis
(FEA) and fabricated in SUMMiT V and MUMPs. The model was linked to optimization
routines and refined, and a second generation of more efficient configurations of FTBM
devices was designed, fabricated in SUMMiT V, and tested.
This chapter presents the initial FTBM prototypes and three topologies of refined
second generation designs of the FTBM class. For selected designs, measured results are
compared to the predicted values of force and displacement, and several bistable mechanisms are actuated on-chip by TIMs. Chapter 5 presents an additional set of bistable mechanisms in the FTBM class, the Double Tensural Bistable Mechanism (DTBM).
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Figure 4.1 The folded beam linear motion mechanism

4.2 Background
4.2.1 Folded beam suspension
The folded beam mechanism has many applications at the micro level. For example, a folded-beam structure acts as the restoring spring for most electrostatic comb drive
actuators. The folded beam mechanism is essentially a set of fixed-guided beams connected in series, and acts as a linear spring. A simple folded beam suspension is shown in
Figure 4.1. The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM; [2]) of the left half of the layout is
shown in Figure 4.2a. In the figure, L1 = L2, and points A and B both follow the shape of
the arc shown. Figure 4.2b shows the case where L1 and L2 are not equal. It is clear from
Figure 4.2b that if the inner and outer flexible segments do not share the same length, the
PRBM is a structure. Points A and B attempt to follow the independent paths indicated
and motion is restricted. The compliant link lengths must be equal in the kinematic model
or high stresses result in the fully compliant device and the rigid body device is a structure.
The fully compliant configuration would be capable of motion, but high stresses are
quickly introduced in the bending segments as they try to follow the same path.
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The range of motion and the function of a folded beam suspension with unequal
compliant link lengths is greatly limited. The long segments undergo compression and
bending. The shorter segments are subjected to a combination of tension and bending.
This loading in tension and bending of the shorter segments is exploited by the bistable
mechanisms presented in this chapter. Figure 4.3 shows the layout used to find initial variations of the folded beam suspension that exhibit bistable behavior. The leg lengths, thicknesses, and angles are independent design variables.

4.3 FTBM proof-of-concept
Both macro and micro proof-of-concept prototypes were constructed to demonstrate feasibility, as described in this section. Once the concept was demonstrated, the

a)
b)
Figure 4.2 Folded beam PRBM half model. a) Half model PRBM of Figure 4.1. b)
PRBM with different length segments
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Figure 4.3 Diagram and nomenclature of FTBM
model was refined and linked to optimization routines resulting in improved devices, as
described later.
The legs of the initial FTBM configuration are of different thicknesses and are set
at an angle θ, as shown in Figure 4.3. These two factors make the deflection behavior of
the FTBM significantly different from that of the folded beam mechanism. The mechanism achieves its bistable behavior as a result of stored strain energy, as the uneven
stresses in the flexible segments interact. Only specific configurations of the mechanism
have a local minimum in the strain energy and thus exhibit bistable behavior.
As described in Section 2.2, several microbistable mechanisms have been developed, including fully compliant devices. The majority of the devices undergo compression
and bending loads only. With the exception of the SRFBM presented in [16], there are no
single-material in-plane bistable mechanisms that undergo tension loads. The snapping
microactuator presented in [19] does have a nitride band that undergoes tension, but it is
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Figure 4.4 Tensural (tensile flexural) pivot explanation. a) Standard pin joint. b)
Compliant joint loaded in compression and bending. c) Tensural pivot
loaded in tension and bending [17].
an out-of-plane actuator with bistable behavior and is multi-material. With segments
loaded in tension, buckling is not a concern. The tensural pivots developed in [17] illustrate the benefit of segments loaded in tension and bending rather than compression and
bending. In Figure 4.4, the tensural pivot (Figure 4.4c) performs the same function as the
compression-loaded joint (Figure 4.4b) but does not have the potential problems buckling
could cause. The tensural pivot is much stiffer axially, which can be beneficial in the
design of bistable mechanisms.
While its bistable behavior is somewhat similar to that of the centrally clamped
snap through beams described in [10], the proof-of-concept mechanism’s thicker inner
legs and outer members (the segments of thickness tv and total length 2Loc+Los in Figure
4.3) act in concert as a stiff spring. Also, while the longer flexible members (Lc) are sub-
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jected to compression during the motion of the mechanism, the inner spring-like legs (Ls)
are subjected to tension, leading to the mechanism class name.

4.3.1 Initial FTBM development and designs
Finite element analysis was selected to model the FTBM. Because of the high axial
loads (both compression and tension) that the flexible segments undergo, the PseudoRigid-Body Model (PRBM) was not applied.
A parametric finite element model was created (see Appendix B) to aid in the
design of bistable mechanisms based on the folded beam suspension. The FEA model uses
ANSYS beam3 elements and applies a series of vertical displacement load steps, and the
reaction force is recorded at each load step.
Many layouts with a positive angle θ will have a softening-spring effect; downward motion of the shuttle will cause the long flexible segments to buckle, causing an initial force peak followed by a reduction in force over a period of motion instead of an
increase. Evidence of this spring-softening effect is what initially inspired the pursuit of
bistable configurations based on the folded beam suspension. With a bistable mechanism,
the force continues to drop after the segment buckles until it becomes negative.
4.3.1.1 Macro proof-of-concept prototype predicted and measured results
An iterative approach using the FEA model identified several configurations
exhibiting bistability. The ANSYS batch file used for these first generation bistable mechanisms is given in Appendix B. To validate the model, a macro prototype was designed
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5 inches

b)
a)
Figure 4.5 FTBM polypropylene prototype. a) As machined. b) Second stable
position

Figure 4.6 Predicted and measured force-deflection of FTBM polypropylene
prototype

and machined from polypropylene (Figure 4.5), and its force-deflection characteristics
were measured using a linear potentiometer and compared with those predicted by the
FEA model. Table 4.1 shows the model parameter values used for the prototype. Figure
4.6 shows the force-deflection curve predicted by the model and the measured forcedeflection curve. The upper measured curve corresponds to switching in the forward
direction, and the lower measured curve corresponds to the return direction, with hysteresis evident.
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TABLE 4.1 FTBM proof-of-concept macro prototype designs
Variable

Design value

Prototype value

Lc (in.)

5.0

5.0

Ls (in.)

3.0

3.0

Lsh (in.)

4.1

4.1

tv (in.)

1.25

1.24

ts (in.)

0.25

0.23

tc (in.)

0.125

0.124

Loc (in.)

1.0

1.0

Los (in.)

1.0

1.0

φ (deg.)

8.0

8.0

θ (deg.)

8.0

8.0

h (part thickness; in.)

0.5

0.5

The measured values are lower than the predicted values. A likely contribution to
the difference is imprecision in machining the prototype, resulting in values for tc and ts
lower than the design values, as shown in Table 4.1. Another factor is that the “stiff” elements do have some elasticity. A difference in material properties between those assumed
by the model and the actual prototype also would result in different values. A linear-elastic
model was assumed, but polypropylene has some nonlinear characteristics and is also susceptible to stress relaxation. Most importantly, the model successfully predicts the bistable
behavior of the device.
4.3.1.2 Micro proof-of-concept prototypes
Several prototypes were fabricated at the microlevel, and dimensions for three of
these are listed in Table 4.2. Figure 4.7 shows prototypes P1 and P2 fabricated in MUMPs,
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a)

b)
Figure 4.7 FTBM polypropylene prototypes a) P1 as fabricated. b) P2 in second
stable position
one in the initial position and the other at its second stable equilibrium point. Figure 4.8
shows design P3, as fabricated in Sandia National Laboratories’ SUMMiT V process.
Design P3 was coupled with an ATIM for forward actuation, as shown in Figure 4.9, and
on-chip actuation of the prototype was successfully demonstrated.
TABLE 4.2 FTBM proof-of-concept micro prototype designs
Design variable

Prototype P1

Prototype P2

Prototype P3

Lc (µm)

200

200

75

Ls (µm)

75

75

36

tv (µm)

12

12

6

ts (µm)

9

6

3

tc (µm)

3

3

1

Loc (µm)

30

30

15

Los (µm)

20

20

8

φ (deg.)

8

8

8

θ (deg.)

6

10

8

h (part thickness; µm)

3.5

3.5

4.5

Process

MUMPs

MUMPs

SUMMiT V

Layers used

poly1-2 laminate

poly1-2 laminate

poly3,poly4
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4.4 Parametric FTBM model with optimization
After the initial prototypes’ bistable behavior was confirmed, a parametric model
linking the FEA batch file to a user interface was developed for quick analysis turnaround.
A screenshot of the resulting graphical user interface (Figure B.1) and a description of the

Figure 4.8 FTBM prototype P3 as fabricated in SUMMiT V process.

Figure 4.9 FTBM prototype P3 with ATIM actuator as fabricated in Sandia
National Laboratories’ SUMMiT V.
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code are given in Appendix B. Using this parametric model, multiple designs could be
analyzed and configurations exhibiting bistability could be quickly determined.

4.4.1 Optimization setup
Gradient-based optimization routines were linked to the parametric model for the
FTBM to minimize the objective function. The design space proved to be noisy, suggesting that non-gradient based methods, such as simulated annealing, are viable alternate
approaches.

4.4.2 Design variables
The parameters in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 were selected as design variables in the
optimization. An interactive GUI was created in Matlab enabling quick selection of the
desired variables (See Appendix B, Figure B.2).

4.4.3 Objective function and constraints
A goal of the bistable mechanism research in this work was to develop fully compliant bistable devices that have a good force ratio. The force ratio is defined as
Fc
R F = ----Fs

(4.1)

where Fc is the maximum contact force available and Fs is the input force required to
switch the device past its unstable equilibrium point. The higher the values of RF that are
achieved, the more efficient the device performance. To maximize the force ratio, -RFs
was selected as the objective function to be minimized.
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Figure 4.10 Layout used for Set 2 designs (quarter model)

Optimization constraints chosen included limits on the displacement of the mechanism (the total displacement and the location of the unstable equilibrium point), the maximum allowable switching force, and the maximum stress.

4.5 Refined designs
In this section, three sets (topologies) of designs (shapes) of the FTBM are presented. The topologies were each optimized to find refined bistable mechanism designs
with high force ratios (RF). A parametric FEA batch file for each set topology was created
(see Appendix B) and linked to the optimization code. The topologies and refined designs
of the three sets undergoing a combination of tension, compression and bending loads and
are presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 presents another set of mechanisms that undergoes
only tension and bending loads.
The topology of the two designs in the first set is the same as that used for the
macro- and micro-prototypes and is a half model of Figure 4.3. The layout of the second
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set (Figure 4.10) resulted from eliminating the segment Los (see Figure 4.3) and constraining Loc to be as short as possible and still be fabricated in-plane. The designs fabricated
from Set 2 are shown in Table 4.4. While the layout of Set 1 was a half model, Set 2 was
modeled as a quarter model.
The Set 3 topology is shown in Figure 4.11. The optimization of Set 2 consistently
drove the segment length Loc to near its minimum allowable value as set by the minimum
in-plane spacing possible between segments Lc and Ls. Therefore, for Set 3 the length of
segment Loc was constrained to zero. The endpoints of the segments Lc and Ls are thus
coincident and are rigidly connected together. While the devices in the first two sets can be
fabricated in a single-layer process, the Set 3 designs could be fabricated in a multi-layer,
planarized surface micromachining process such as SUMMiT V. The upper segment
passes over the underlying tensural pivot during the motion of the device. As shown in
Figure 4.11, a stiffer center region also was added to the layout used for Set 3 in between
two segments of length Lc.

Figure 4.11 Layout used for Set 3 designs (quarter model)
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TABLE 4.3 Set 1 refined designs
Design variable

Design 1A

Design 1B

Lc (µm)

414.3

105.60

Ls (µm)

91.08

24.32

tv (µm)

20.0

8.96

ts (µm)

4.74

12.745

tc (µm)

3.1

1.8

Loc (µm)

42.8

9.67

Los (µm)

25.0

25

φ (deg.)

10.4

8.0

θ (deg.)

12.0

5.45

h (part thickness; µm)

6.0

4.5

SUMMiT layers used

poly1-2, poly3, poly4

poly3, poly4

Predicted RF

0.29

0.28

In Sets 1-3 of the FTBM class, segment Ls (the tensural pivot) undergoes tension
and bending loads, while segment Lc (segment Lc-Lcs-Lc in Set 3) undergoes compression
and bending loads.
Set 1 designs. Using the topology of Set 1, the optimization achieved predicted RF values
up to 0.29. Two Set 1 designs were selected for fabrication in SUMMiT V as given in
Table 4.3.
Set 2 designs. The selected designs in Set 2 are shown in Table 4.4. Slightly higher force
ratios were achieved by the optimization, but none exceeded 0.33.
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Set 3 designs. The fabricated designs from Set 3 are shown in Table 4.5. Significantly better force ratios than from the previous device sets were achieved. The mechanism with the
highest ratio is Design 3A with a predicted RF of 0.97.
TABLE 4.4 Set 2 refined designs
Design variable

Design 2A

Design 2B

Lc (µm)

116.58

101.23

Ls (µm)

25

25

ts (µm)

3.5

3.5

tc (µm)

1.5

1.8

Loc (µm)

2.44

9.67

φ (deg.)

12.83

7.39

θ (deg.)

5.37

6.71

h (part thickness; µm)

6.0

4.5

SUMMiT layers used

poly1-2, poly3, poly4

poly3, poly4

Predicted RF

0.32

0.33

TABLE 4.5 Set 3 refined designs
Design variable

Design 3A

Design 3B

Design 3C

Lc (µm)

40.0

40.0

35.0

Ls (µm)

30.0

40.0

25.0

ts (µm)

1.02

1.24

1.24

tc (µm)

1.50

1.50

1.53

Lcs (µm)

71.42

50.0

30.0

tcs (µm)

4.0

2.93

3.27

φ (deg.)

1.46

1.253

2.87

θ (deg.)

4.2

3.63

4.5

hc (out of plane thickness

4.5

4.5

4.5

2.5

2.25

2.25

seg. Lc: poly3,poly4

seg. Lc: poly3,poly4

seg. Lc: poly3,poly4

seg. Ls: poly1-2

seg. Ls: poly1-2

seg. Ls: poly1-2

0.97

0.82

0.72

of segment Lc; µm)
hs (out of plane thickness
of segment Ls; µm)
SUMMiT layers used

Predicted RF
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4.5.1 Design considerations
There is an overetch of in-plane linewidths inherent to the SUMMiT V process. A
fabricated segment will be more narrow than the designed segment because of this
overetch. If the overetch per side is eo, a segment drawn with an in-plane thickness t will
be fabricated at an in-plane thickness to, where
to = t – 2 × eo

(4.2)

For the designs in this work fabricated in SUMMiT V, an overetch of 0.1 µm per side was
accounted for in the analysis. The in-plane thicknesses listed in the tables for Sets 1-3 are
the nominal values11.

4.5.2 Measurement methods
For each bistable mechanism, a floating force gauge (Figure 4.12) tailored to the
expected force ranges was designed using the methods described in [46]. The force is pro-

Figure 4.12 Example of floating in-situ force gauges used to measure bistable
mechanism switching forces.

11. The values in the table correspond to the values used in the analysis plus the assumed 0.1 µm per side overetch.
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portional to the deflection of the force gauge. Each force gauge is connected to the mechanism via a floating pin joint. For displacement measurements, a vernier with 0.375 µm
resolution was integrated with each force gauge and bistable device. A program was also
written (see Appendix C) for quick semi-automated optical calibration and measurement
of the displacement of the force gauge and switch from a series of optical images.

4.5.3 On-chip actuation
Designs 3A, 3B and 3C were also fabricated with forward and return TIMs. The
TIMs used to actuate these mechanisms are described by Figure 4.13 and Table 4.6. The
TIM legs were fabricated in poly3 and poly4, with the connecting oxide cut as wide as

Figure 4.13 TIM design layout

TABLE 4.6 TIM designs for actuation of Set 3
Design T1

Design T2

Design T3

Design T4

Lt

299

173

227

135

ot

4.73

2.08

2.64

1.57

wt

3.6

2.4

2.79

1.62

nt (number of legs)

2

2

2

4

h (out-of-plane thickness;
µm)

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

SUMMiT V layers

poly3,poly4

poly3,poly4

poly3,poly4

poly3,poly4
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possible within the SUMMiT V design rules [43]. The number of legs refers to the number
of legs on each side of the shuttle.

4.6 Results
In this section, the bistable behavior and force-displacement relationships predicted by the FEA model are compared with measured results. The following testing was
performed on fabricated designs from each set:
•

Bistable behavior verification using micro probe manual actuation

•

Measurement of stable equilibrium positions using micro probes

•

Force-displacement relationship measurements using in-situ force gauges

•

On-chip actuation

Testing demonstrated that all the devices from Sets 1, 2 and 3 exhibited bistable
behavior. Design layouts without force gauges were slowly snapped forward and back
with microprobes to find the unstable equilibrium point (USP) and second stable position
(SSP). Each mechanism was actuated slowly to the USP, where it transitioned to the SSP.
This process was also performed in the reverse direction. In the video footage the frame
just before the snap was used to measure the USP and the next frame was used to measure
the SSP. To measure the force-displacement relationships, the force gauges were pulled
with microprobes on an optical probe station. The motion was captured on video and
motion of the device and the deflection of the force gauge were measured. It was not possible to measure the force over the full motion of the mechanisms. The force gauges were
either pushed or pulled by the probe tip, so when the mechanism snapped, the force gauge
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b)
a)
Figure 4.14 Set 1 bistable mechanisms: a) Design 1A b) Design 1A, switched
position.
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Figure 4.15 Design 1A predicted and measured force and displacement.
jumped away from the probe and data was not gathered in that range. Results, including
micrographs and plots, are given in this section for one design from each FTBM set.

4.6.1 Discussion of results
Set 1 results. Design 1A from Set 1 is shown in its two stable equilibrium positions in
Figure 4.14. The force-displacement relationship predicted by FEA and the measured
results for this design are shown in Figure 4.15.
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Set 2 results. Design 2A from Set 2 is shown in its fabricated position and Design 2B is
shown in its second stable position in Figure 4.16. The predicted and measured force and
displacement results for Design 2B are shown in Figure 4.17.
Set 3 results. Design 3A from Set 3 is shown in its two stable positions in Figure 4.18.
The predicted and measured force and displacement results are shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.16 Set 2 designs. a) Design 2A in the fabricated position. b) Design 2B in the
second stable equilibrium position.
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Figure 4.17 Design 2B predicted and measured force and displacement.
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20

Actuated results. Actuation of Designs 3A, 3B, and 3C was achieved using an HP 4145
power supply as a current source. The current and voltage required to switch each device
are listed in Table 4.7.

a)

b)
Figure 4.18 Set 3 designs. a) Design 3A. b) Design 3A, switched position
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Figure 4.19 Design 3A predicted and measured force and displacement.
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TABLE 4.7 Set 3 actuation
Design 3A

Design 3B

Design 3C

Forward

Return

Forward

Return

Forward

Return

Current (mA)

13.9

13.4

14

11.7

14

13.5

Voltage (V)

7.63

7.15

7

4.97

8.5

4.95

The parametric model for each set was verified in that all fabricated devices from
all three sets proved to be bistable. Except for Design 1A, the switching and contact forces
and the force ratio for the devices were not as high as the predicted values. Any in-plane
rotation of the shuttle or out-of-plane motion of the shuttle would reduce the observed
force. The force gauges were coupled to the bistable switches via a floating pin joint to
minimize any moment transfer, but any eccentric force load on the force gauge could still
be transferred to the bistable device through the pin joint, possibly causing the bistable
mechanism to follow a path of lower energy storage.
The USP was measured while switching each device in both directions included on
the force displacement plot. As evident on Figures 4.15, 4.17, and 4.19, hysteresis was
evident in the motion of each device.
Some of the designs in Set 3 exhibited an uneven switch past the USP. Figure 4.20
illustrates the phenomenon for Design 3A. As the thermal actuator pushed the bistable
mechanism, the four legs did not all snap through at the same time, possibly due to a slight
rotation of the shuttle or leg contact with the substrate. Increasing the shuttle length, the
distance between the legs, and the gap between the flexible segments and the substrate
may limit the possible rotation and substrate contact and reduce this observed effect. A
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a)

b)

d)
c)
Figure 4.20 Uneven switching observed on Design 3A. a) Just before switch. b)
Lower left leg switched. c) Lower right leg switched. d) Upper legs
appeared to switch simultaneously.
macro polypropylene prototype was made, but this behavior could not be duplicated at the
macro level, even with applied eccentric loads. Some microscale phenomenon, such as
stiction, may be the cause of the behavior.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a class of mechanisms, the Fully compliant Tensural Bistable
Mechanism (FTBM) class, is introduced. Devices in this class have flexible segments that
undergo tension loads in addition to compressive and bending loads.
A mechanism in the FTBM class has the following characteristics:
•

The mechanism is fully compliant.

•

The output displacement of the mechanism is linear and parallel to the
mechanism’s shuttle.
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•

At least one primary segment which undergoes deformation and stores
strain energy is subjected to tension loads.

Several macro- and micro-prototypes exhibited bistability, and three sets of second-generation mechanisms fabricated in SUMMiT V belonging to the FTBM class were
presented. Successful on-chip actuation of selected mechanisms was demonstrated. The
measured results followed the predicted trends.
The FTBM class has all the advantages inherent to compliant mechanisms. The
mechanism also lends itself well to multiple processes, including single- and multi-layer
processes. FTBMs can be optimized for desired forces and displacements, and multiple
configurations are possible. The three sets of designs explored here are indicative that the
design space of this new FTBM class is extensive.
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CHAPTER 5

FTBM MECHANISM SET:
DOUBLE-TENSURAL BISTABLE
MECHANISMS (DTBM)

The bistable mechanisms presented in this chapter, called Double Tensural
Bistable Mechanisms (DTBM), are a subset of the Fully compliant Tensural Bistable
Mechanisms (FTBM) class. While the devices in Chapter 4 have compliant segments that
undergo tension and bending and others that undergo compression and bending, the compliant segments of the mechanisms in this chapter undergo only tension and bending.

5.1 DTBM introduction
The majority of fully compliant linear bistable mechanisms in the literature are in
their basic form similar to a snap-through buckled beam. Typically, the flexible segments
of the mechanisms undergo only compression and bending during their motion12. The
Self-Retracting Fully compliant Bistable Mechanism (SRFBM; Figure 5.1) presented in
[16,17] is the first linear bistable mechanism that undergoes tension loads during its

12. Some, such as the mechanism presented in [15], do have anchor points that undergo tension, but the basic motion
and function of the mechanism is still due to the motion and energy storage from compression/bending members.
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Figure 5.1 The Self-Retracting Fully compliant Bistable Mechanism (SRFBM)
fabricated in MUMPs [16]

Figure 5.2 SRFBM: a) quarter model with double slider, the pin joints
representing the tensural pivots, and the compression spring
representing the C-beam energy storage, and b) full layout [17].

motion. Two tensural pivots (defined in [17]) and the compressive C-beam between the
segments are all utilized for the energy storage resulting in bistable behavior. Because the
tensural pivots are relatively short and in tension, the axial elongation is minimal. Func66

tionally, they behave in a manner quite similar to pin joints, because of the low rotation the
pivots undergo and because they are soft in bending. The tensural pivots provide the rotation necessary for motion in the system as the shuttle displaces, as indicated in Figure 5.2
a. The two tensural pivots of the SRFBM have identical geometry. The SRFBM has been
demonstrated in both MUMPs and SUMMiT V, including on-chip actuation.
The devices presented in this chapter are similar to the SRFBM in that their motion
and bistable behavior are achieved through the use of two tensural segments. However, the
geometry of the compliant segments is not constrained to be equal, greatly broadening the
available design space for tensural bistable mechanisms. The SRFBM devices can also be
considered members of the DTBM subset of the FTBM class.
The design of the DTBM is described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The design and optimization of the thermal actuators to actuate the DTBMs are described in Section 5.4. Measurement methods are described in Section 5.5, and the results are presented and discussed
in Section 5.6. Section 5.7 introduces and verifies a novel post-bistable large-deflection
linear spring-like behavior of the DTBM. Possible applications for the DTBM are briefly
discussed in Section 5.8.

5.2 DTBM design space
The design space of the SRFBM was limited because of the restriction that the two
tensural pivots be of identical geometry. Also, the use of the C-beam as one of the primary
energy storage methods may cause unpredictable device behavior if the material properties of the process, particularly the compressive residual stress, vary much from the pre67

dicted values. The DTBM mechanisms developed in this chapter broaden the design
space:
•

The geometry of the tension segments is not constrained to be identical.
The length, in-plane thickness, and angle of each segment can vary.

•

In the SRFBM, the offset between the inner ends of the tensural pivots (see
Figure 5.2) is determined by the angle of the tensural pivots such that the
two segments are co-linear. In the DTBM, the offset and spacing are design
variables, and are not tied to the angle of the tensural segments.

•

For the devices in this work, the segment connecting the outer ends of the
two tension segments is defined as rigid. The bistable characteristics of the
mechanism must therefore result only from energy storage in the tension
segments themselves. For the SRFBM, energy storage in the C-beam is
vital to the performance of the device.

5.3 DTBM design
Figure 5.3 shows the full layout of the DTBM. Figure 5.4 shows the layout of the
quarter model used for the DTBM FEA model with its associated design variables. In
addition to the parameters shown in the figure, h refers to the out-of-plane thickness of the
flexible segments Lc and Ls. A parametric finite element analysis (FEA) batch file for the
DTBM using beam elements is included in Appendix B. The batch file applies a series of
displacement load steps to the model and measures the forces and stresses at each step.
The parametric FTBM model with optimization described in Chapter 4 was modified to
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use this batch file. Constraints on segment lengths, minimum spacing (including minimum
allowable values for Lm and Lm2 to avoid mechanical interference), stresses, and the maximum required switching force were implemented. The objective of the optimization was
to maximize RF, defined as the maximum contact force divided by the force required to
actuate the device.

Figure 5.3 Full layout of the DTBM.

Figure 5.4 DTBM quarter-leg layout and nomenclature.
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The optimization design space of the DTBM was even more pocketed than during
the optimization for the earlier FTBM sets. A random design generator was implemented
to generate starting designs for the optimization, and any configurations with a high force
ratio RF that did not violate any design constraints were preserved and evaluated. During
each optimization, the tensural segment anchored to the substrate (see Figure 5.4) was
driven towards a relatively small length and functionally had a rotational effect, similar to
the SRFBM’s tensural pivots. The other tension segment tended towards larger lengths.
The motion of the mechanism is due mostly to the rotation of the tensural pivot coupled
with the deflection of this longer segment, with the shorter segment providing a soft rotation that minimizes the force driving the mechanism back towards its initial position.

5.3.1 Selected designs
Five variations of the DTBM were selected for fabrication in SUMMiT V. The
resulting designs are shown in Table 5.1. In each design, the optimization drove Segment
Ls to a tensural pivot, a short length that functionally acts similarly to a pin joint. Segment
Lc in each case was at least twice as long as Ls.

5.3.2 Fabrication process considerations
Due to an in-plane over etch of the linewidths that is inherent to SUMMiT V, a
beam drawn at some thickness t is actually fabricated at thickness to, less than the mea-
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TABLE 5.1 Fabricated DTBM designs
Parameter

Design A

Design B

Design Ca

Design D

Design E

Lc (µm)

104.7

115.9

146.2

212.7

246.9

Ls (µm)

26.3

61.54

25.0

107.8

19.3

tc (µm)

1.47

1.49

1.5

2.83

1.19

ts (µm)

1.0

1.35

1.11

2.01

1.03

θ (deg)

4.39

3.1

3.2

-0.5

3.87

φ (deg)

2.2

-0.8

1.6

0.77

2.75

Lm (µm)

10.0

30.0

30.0

30

30

Lm2 v(µm)

2.81

7.45

6.6

14.07

6.79

out-of-plane thickness h (µm)

4.5

4.5

1: 2.25

4.5

4.5

SUMMiT V layers
used

poly3,4

poly3,4

poly3,4

Predicted RF

0.57

0.98

0.76

2: 4.5
poly3,4

1: poly3
2:poly3-4

0.83

0.80

a. Design C was fabricated once with h = 2.25 and once with h = 4.5. The force-displacement
measurements were taken on the first device, and the actuated measurements were taken on
the second device.

sured value. Because the mechanism’s deflection is in-plane, this can have a large effect
on the measured results. If the actual bending thickness of the beam is
to = t – 2 × eo

(5.1)

where t is the drawn thickness and eo is the offset per side, then the adjusted moment of
inertia is
3

w × to
I′ = -------------12

(5.2)

The over etch in the SUMMiT V process is approximately 0.1 µm per side. For a beam
with t = 3 µm, the actual moment of inertia is only 81.3% of the designed value, affecting
the measured forces accordingly. The designs in this work take into account an over etch
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of eo = 0.1 µm per side. If the actual offset differs from the predicted value, the actual
force values would be affected accordingly.

5.4 Thermal actuator parametric model with optimization
An optimization model for the TIM was developed as part of this work, with the
goal of pairing each bistable mechanism with a thermal actuator closely tailored to its
force and displacement characteristics. The optimization is integrated with thermal actuator analysis code written at Sandia National Laboratories by Michael Baker, based in part
on the model presented in [21,22]. The parametric thermal actuator analysis code integrates an electrothermomechanical model for the TIM with an FEA mechanical model
using beam elements. As part of this work, optimization routines are linked to the parametric thermal actuator model, creating a fully linked design and optimization model
enabling design of thermal actuators closely tailored to the device to be actuated.
The parametric model allows for the following load cases: current, voltage, maximum leg temperature, and strain. Force, displacement, and power requirements are determined by the analysis. Figure 5.5 shows a general layout of the TIM and the design

Figure 5.6 SEM image of a TIM fabricated in SUMMiT V with a bistable
mechanism.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.5 Layout of thermomechanical in-plane microactuator (TIM). a) full
layout. b) half layout with nomenclature.
variables available for the TIM, and Figure 5.6 shows an example of an optimized TIM
coupled with a bistable mechanism. In addition to the length (Lt), offset (ot), and thickness
(tt) of each leg of the TIM as shown, the number of legs (nt) and cross-section geometry
(At, It) are design variables.

5.4.1 Optimization model
A gradient-based optimization model was created and linked to the parametric
thermal actuator model. An interactive GUI was designed to allow the designer to setup
and run the optimization (see Appendix A, Figure A.3). For the optimization model, the
length, width, and offset of the TIM were linked through the GUI as the available optimization inputs.
Objective functions and constraints. Figure A.3 also shows the outputs from the analysis available as the optimization objective and constraints. Depending on the focus of the
optimization, various objective functions and constraints were available, including the
voltage, current, and power levels, maximum force and deflection, the force ratio, and the
location of the maximum force, for example. Any one of these options can be selected as
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the optimization objective and is maximized if the allowable value is less than the indifference value or minimized if the allowable value is greater than the indifference value. Any
subset of the other available outputs can be selected as constraints and appropriate limits
defined. For the optimization of thermal actuators for DTBM, the constraints on force and
displacement for the actuator optimization were set to match the requirements of each
bistable mechanism.

5.4.2 Optimized TIM designs
The optimization model was used to design actuators for switching bistable mechanism Designs A and C in both directions. To match the requirements of each mechanism,
constraints were placed on the location and magnitude of the maximum actuator output
force and location and on the total displacement of the actuator. To achieve the most efficient designs possible, minimum power was selected as the objective function design
parameter. The resulting TIMs are listed in Table 5.2. The thicknesses listed represent the
nominal linewidths (t from Equation 5.1). The model adjusted the value for thickness for
the over etch.

TABLE 5.2 Optimized TIM designs
Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4

Designed for DTBM design...

Design A (fwd)

Design A (back)

Design C (fwd)

Design C (back)

TIM leg length (Lt)

173.1

64.9

299.13

185.7

TIM leg offset (ot)

2.08

2.03

4.73

5.81

TIM leg thickness (tt)

2.4

1.09

3.6

3.1

Number of legs (nt)

2

2

2

2

Objective function

Minimize power

Minimize power

Minimize power

Minimize power
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Figure 5.7 Example of floating in-situ force gauges used to measure bistable
mechanism switching forces.

5.4.3 On-chip actuation layout
DTBM Designs A and C were combined in AutoCAD with the optimized forward
and return actuators. The output point of the forward TIMs was placed as closely as possible to each bistable mechanism, as defined by the minimum spacing allowed in SUMMiT
V (1 µm). Each return actuator was placed at the contact point (the location of maximum
output force from the bistable mechanism). Alternatively, the return actuators could be
designed and optimized to be placed at the second stable equilibrium point, with the constraints on the required location of maximum TIM force and the total TIM deflection
adjusted accordingly.

5.5 Measurement methods
5.5.1 Bistable mechanism force-displacement measurements
Bistable Designs A-E were fabricated in SUMMiT V attached to in-situ force
gauges (Figure 5.7) modeled with the methods applied in [46]. Force gauges correspond75

ing to the expected force characteristics of each device were designed. The force gauges
were designed to be pushed or pulled by micro probes. To minimize the transfer of any
rotational moments from the force gauge to the bistable mechanism, each force gauge was
connected to the switch via a floating pin joint. While this does essentially eliminate reaction moment transfer to the device, any resulting eccentric force load as the force gauge is
pulled will still be transferred to the bistable mechanism and cause shuttle rotation that
will affect the measured results. The motion of each bistable mechanism and the relative
deflection of the attached force gauge as it was moved by the micro probe were recorded
on video through a CCD camera attached to the microscope on the probe station. From the
resulting set of image frames, the displacement of the mechanism and the deflection of the
force gauge were measured using a custom image processing program that filters each
image, finds features in the image to track and calculates relative displacements. The
results were verified using the vernier attached to the force gauge.

5.5.2 Bistable mechanism stable position measurements
Each design was also attached to a vernier to measure the unstable and second stable equilibrium locations (USP and SSP, respectively). The equilibrium locations of each
bistable mechanism were measured by slowly pushing the bistable mechanism forward
until it snapped from the USP to the SSP, then slowly back until the device snapped back
from the USP to the fabricated position. The motion was recorded and measured from the
resulting set of video frames. For each direction, the position of the mechanism in the
frame just before it snapped was measured as the USP, and the resting position after the
forward snap was measured as the SSP.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.8 DTBM Design C fabricated in SUMMiT V, in a) fabricated position,
and b) second stable position.

a)
b)
Figure 5.9 DTBM Design D fabricated in SUMMiT V, in a) fabricated position,
and b) second stable position.

5.5.3 On-chip actuation
A current source was applied to the TIMs by an HP 4145 power supply via manual
micro probes on a Signatone probe station. The bistable mechanism switching system was
observed, and voltages for the current levels resulting in a snap of the bistable mechanism
to its second stable position were noted.

5.6 Predicted and Measured Results
Designs C and D are shown in their stable equilibrium positions in Figures 5.8 and
5.9. The predicted and measured results are presented in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respec-
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Figure 5.10 Predicted and measured force and displacement results for DTBM
Design C.
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Figure 5.11 Predicted and measured force and displacement results for DTBM
Design D.
tively. The error bars on the measured data correspond to one standard deviation uncertainty on force and deflection. The force-displacement results for all the DTBM designs
are summarized in Table 5.3.
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5.6.1 Force deflection measurements
The measured forces for each design were significantly less than the predicted
forces. However, the measured unstable equilibrium point and second stable equilibrium
point matched the model well on most of the designs. This indicates that the model predicted the motion of the bistable mechanisms well, and also indicates that the lower than
expected force values may be a result of the fabrication process or testing-induced error. In
Table 5.3, two measured USP values are given for each design because of hysteresis evident in the motion. The first value is the location measured from the forward switch, and
the second value is the location measured from the return switch.

TABLE 5.3 DTBM predicted (p) and measured (m) results
Design A
Property

Design B

Design C

Design D

Design E

p

mb

p

m

p

m

p

m

p

m

Actuation force (Fs;

251

-

183

42.4

188

88.1

140

37.9

248

155

Contact force (Fc;

142

-

156

27

151

48.6

69

25.6

188

-

Force ratio (RF)

0.57

-

0.83

0.63

0.8

0.55

0.98

0.68

0.76

-

Forward USP (µm)

3.85

4.9

7.9

8.8

7.2

7.48

14

15.5

7.6

-

Return USP (µm)

3.85

4.4

7.9

7.8

7.2

7.2

14

13.1

7.6

-

SSP (µm)

11.4

10.5

16.9

15.8

18.5

17.8

22.1

21.2

22

-

post-switch k

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.555

0.537

n/a

n/a

0.140

0.135

1170

-

1100

--

1425

-

502

-

1390

-

µN)
µN)

(N/m)
Max. stress (MPa)a

a. Sy for polysilicon is between 1800 and 2000 MPa.
b. No measured force data for Design A, and limited data for Design E.
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5.6.2 Contributions to variation from model
The measured switching forces were significantly smaller in magnitude than the
predicted forces for all the DTBM designs. One possible contribution to the differences
observed could be the over etch inherent to micro fabrication processes. However, the
spring constant of the post-snap behavior shown in Figure 5.10 matches the model quite
well. This indicates that the assumed offset eo accounted for in the device analysis was
adequate, and linewidth error likely was not a large source of the observed discrepancies.
Another likely cause of the low measured forces is rotation of the shuttle by the
force gauge as the mechanism goes through its motion. Each force gauge was connected to
the shuttle via a pinned coupler used to reduce moment transfer, but any eccentricity in the
load could transfer to the bistable switch, cause an in-plane or out-of-plane rotation or
shift, and reduce the actuation force.
The current designs tend to be soft in rotation and susceptible to shuttle rotation.
Even a slight rotation of the shuttle could reduce the measured forces. Also, if the shuttle
shifts towards the substrate or away from the substrate during motion, a path of lower
energy storage could be followed, reducing the observed forces accordingly. Due to the
relatively large size of the bistable mechanisms in this work, this type of out-of-plane
motion is not unlikely, and could contribute significantly to the difference between predicted and measured force values.
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Figure 5.12 DTBM design C paired with optimized thermal actuators.

Except for effects of friction and stiction evident in the hysteresis of the unstable
equilibrium point, all of these possible contributions to the force differences observed
would not contribute to differences in the locations of the stable equilibrium points.

5.6.3 On-chip actuation measurements
DTBM Design C paired with TIM Designs 3 and 4 is shown in Figure 5.12. Table
5.4 lists the results of the actuated tests for bistable mechanisms Designs A and C. The
forward actuation of Design A matches the predicted values well. The measured required
power for both the forward and back actuation of Design C is less than the predicted
power level. One possible reason is that because the bistable mechanism had lower than
expected measured switching forces, the actuator required less power for actuation.
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TABLE 5.4 Predicted and measured actuation results
Design A

Design C
Backa

Forward

Forward

Back

Pred.

Meas.

Pred.

Meas.

Pred.

Meas.

Pred.

Meas.

Current
(mA)

11.6

12.7

7.3

-

14.1

12.6

14.0

10.9

Voltage (V)

5.5

5.1

4.4

-

7.2

5.74

5.2

3.3

Power
(mW)

63.8

64.4

32.1

-

101.5

72.0

72.8

36.5

TIM design

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4

a. Measured data not available for back actuation.

5.7 Post-bistable spring behavior
Some DTBM configurations exhibit a novel behavior when deflected past the second stable equilibrium position. With typical compression-loaded compliant mechanisms,
when the device is deflected past the second stable equilibrium position, high stresses are
quickly introduced and the device will fracture if pushed much beyond the SSP. In the
DTBM, however, as the tensural pivot Ls rotates, the point where the base of segment Lc
anchors to the rigid connecting segment translates downward significantly. Because of its
long length and small cross section, segment Lc can deflect a considerable distance with
low stress. The coupled effect of the rotation and the deflection of segment Lc itself add
together to increase the overall deflection of the device and reduce its stiffness. The result
is a spring-like behavior of the bistable mechanism over a long range after the SSP (see
Figure 5.13). Designs C and E were fabricated with enough clearance between quarter
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Force

Figure 5.13 DTBM quarter section deflected exhibiting spring-like behavior well
past the bistable point.

B

D
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D is p la c e m e n t

Figure 5.14 Post-bistable spring behavior of DTBM devices

segments to demonstrate this behavior, which is described in Figure 5.14. As the mechanism is pushed from position A past position the USP at position B, it transitions to position C. Between positions C and D the device acts as a linear spring. Figure 5.15 shows the
predicted spring behavior of Designs C and E along with curve fit values. The spring constant of each is the slope of the line. Design E, with a spring constant of 0.14 µm/µN (0.14
N/m), is especially soft.

5.7.1 Post-bistable spring behavior verification
The predicted post-snap spring-like behavior of Design C and E was confirmed
through testing. The measured and predicted force and displacement behavior of the
device after snapping to the second stable equilibrium point match quite well, as evident
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on Figure 5.10. The measured values for the spring constant k were within 3.2% and 3.6%
of the predicted values for Designs C and E, respectively. Figure 5.16 shows three positions of Design C, corresponding to points A, C, and D on Figure 5.14. The stress predicted by FEA at the last position shown is only 763 MPa; much greater deflections would
be possible, except that the shuttle extension contacted the rigid segments of the lower two
device legs as shown. Design E achieved a deflection of nearly 200 µm without failure.
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Figure 5.15 Predicted post-bistable spring behavior of Designs C and E with linear
curve fits.

a)
c)
b)
Figure 5.16 Design C post-bistable spring behavior. a) position A (fabricated
position), b) position C (SSP}, and c) position D.
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The planarized SUMMiT V process is ideal for the DTBM because the planarized
layers can pass over each other without interference as the shuttle moves from point C to
D, as shown in Figure 5.17.
For the post-bistable spring characteristics of the DTBM to be useful, some way to
make the device more stiff in the direction perpendicular to the shuttle motion should be
devised. Combining two DTBMs in parallel is one possible solution.

5.8 Possible applications
Possible applications for the DTBM include electrical switches in micro relays, or
positioning of fiber optics or micro shutters in optical applications. Depending on the
application, the design space of the DTBM can be explored for more compact configurations with even smaller displacement or for configurations with larger bistable deflections.
The post-switch spring-like behavior possible with the DTBM could also be investigated further and possible applications explored, such as micro g/time switches or sensors that can be turned on and off remotely. In such an application, the switch would be

Figure 5.17 Crossed layers of Design C possible in SUMMiT V.
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fabricated in position A on Figure 5.14, in the “off” position. When actuated just past position B, the switch would snap to the stable equilibrium point at position C, its “on” position. Between positions C and D, the behavior of the device is analogous to that of a linear
spring. As a g/time switch, the device would respond to a properly oriented force due to
acceleration by moving towards the known point D. The spring constant of the device as it
moves from C to D and the location of D could be designed for target g/time loads.
Bistable mechanisms at the micro level switch quite quickly (milliseconds or faster). The
bistable mechanism could be fabricated in a sealed chamber containing a fluidic damping
material to adjust the time component of the g/time switch.

5.9 Conclusion
A set of novel bistable mechanisms that achieve their motion and function through
tension and bending loading of two flexible segments was introduced. The DTBM devices
are part of the FTBM class of linear bistable mechanisms. Predicted and measured results
from devices fabricated in SUMMiT V show that while the force characteristics of the
bistable behavior of the fabricated devices do not closely match the predicted values, the
force trends were correctly predicted, and the measured and predicted displacement of the
mechanisms are well correlated. Optimized thermal actuators were used to achieve successful on-chip actuation of two bistable designs, and the measured voltage and current
values were within expected ranges. The predicted novel post-bistable linear spring
behavior of two DTBM mechanisms was verified through force and deflection measurements and has interesting possible applications including position sensors or g/time
switches.
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CHAPTER 6

THE STACKED AMPLIFIED
THERMOMECHANICAL IN-PLANE
MICROACTUATOR (STATIM)

A compact large-displacement staged thermal actuator, the Stacked Amplified
Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM), is introduced in this chapter. The
StATIM has a large ratio of output displacement to device area, while still providing significant output force. The device utilizes the multi-layer, planarized capabilities of Sandia
National Laboratories' SUMMiT V surface micromachining process. The StATIM is
derived from the Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator, or ATIM, which
is described briefly.
Two configurations of the StATIM fabricated in the SUMMiT V process are presented. The first device has a footprint of 0.40 mm2 and an output displacement of
39.3µm, for a displacement density of 97.8µm/mm2. The second, with a footprint of
0.26mm2, has a 43.9µm displacement and a displacement density of 169.8µm/mm2. The
fully compliant nature of the StATIM results in reliable, low-friction performance. The
output displacement and force of the StATIM are sufficient for a wide range of applications, and its compact design preserves die space.
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6.1 Introduction
Many applications in MEMS could benefit from a thermal actuator with a small
footprint capable of large output displacement and force. The StATIM (Fig. 6.1), with its
multi-layer compact design and geometrically amplified output displacement, addresses
these requirements. The purpose of this chapter is to present a general overview of the
StATIM.

6.1.1 The Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator
(ATIM)
The ATIM is a planar, linear-output actuator consisting of two TIMs (see Section
2.3.1.2) pushing inward against an amplification linkage consisting of another set of chevron beams connected to a main shuttle (see Fig. 6.3b and Fig. 6.2). Only the driving TIMs

Figure 6.1 Micrograph of the Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane
Microactuator (StATIM).
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Figure 6.2 Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (ATIM).
are heated. They are usually wired in parallel so there is no voltage drop (therefore no current-induced heating) across the amplifying portion of the ATIM. The inward motion of
the TIMs is amplified by this amplification linkage, and the center shuttle of the ATIM is
propelled linearly forward in a direction perpendicular to the input motion of the TIMs.
Actuators similar to the ATIM are also presented in [30].
The ATIM is capable of large displacements; an ATIM with more than 60 µm of
displacement has been demonstrated at BYU. In addition, on-chip actuation of several
devices by the ATIM, including the devices presented in [13] and mechanisms from the
FTBM class presented in this thesis, has been achieved.
Because of the planar nature of the ATIM, the actuator can be fabricated in singleor multiple-layer processes. The simplicity of the device layout and its fully compliant
nature promises high yield, reliability, and high cycles-to-failure. Except for the possibility of the center shuttle contacting the substrate, there are no contacting or rubbing surfaces. Because of the resistance to bending of the amplification portion of the ATIM, the
force output of the staged actuators is less than the combined input force of the driving
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TIMs. However, the design space does allow for ATIMs with large displacement and large
forces (tens to hundreds of µN).

6.2 The Stacked Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM)
Microactuators tend to be quite large relative to their output displacements. For
example, although the ATIM is capable of large output displacements, it requires a large
footprint. For some applications it is desirable to have a compact actuator capable of large
output motion. The Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM) has been developed to address this need. The StATIM has a large ratio of output displacement to device area, while still providing significant output force.
Manufactured in Sandia National Laboratories’ SUMMiT V process (see Section
2.4.2), the StATIM (Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.5) is a staged thermal actuator capable of large linear output motion. The development history of the StATIM is shown in Fig. 6.3. The actuator consists of two TIMs in the upper polysilicon layers (poly4 and sometimes poly3),
both connected to an amplification linkage fabricated in the underlying layers (poly1,
poly2, poly3). It is analogous to an ATIM wrapped on top of itself. The StATIM was
developed to achieve large output displacements while requiring a smaller footprint than
the ATIM. This is only possible because the TIMs and the amplifying linkage can move
with respect to each other without causing interference. The planarized SUMMiT V process makes this motion possible.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6.3 StATIM development history: a) TIM b) ATIM c) StATIM design A d)
StATIM design B
Two configurations (Design A and Design B) of the StATIM were fabricated in
SUMMiT V as shown in Fig. 6.5. Figure 6.4 shows the layout of a half-model of StATIM
Design B. Design A can be represented by the same figure if the shuttle is connected to the
inner set of amplifying legs instead of the outer, and the outer legs are removed. The
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designs for each layout are shown in Table 6.1, where nt is the number of TIM legs on
each side of its shuttle, na1 is the number of legs in the first amplifying stage, and na2
(Design B only) is the number of legs in the second amplifying stage. The remaining variables are depicted in Fig. 6.4. For Design A, the TIMs are fabricated in the top two layers
(poly3 and poly4), and poly1-2 is used as a laminate for the amplifying linkage. Design B
uses only the top polysilicon layer (poly4) for the heated portions of the device. The
amplifying portion is fabricated in poly1-2 and poly3. As shown in Fig. 6.4, it is wrapped
around on itself; the deflection of the inner three legs adds to the deflection of the outer six
legs, resulting in the total deflection of the actuator. The amplification of Design B is thus

Figure 6.4 Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator
(StATIM)
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achieved by a dual-stage amplifier, while Design A which has one amplifying stage. Figure 6.1 is a micrograph of Design B. The methods proposed for modeling the TIM, such as
discussed in [21], also apply to the StATIM design.

6.3 Results
To operate the StATIM, a voltage is applied across each TIM, causing a current to
pass through the high-resistance legs. The two TIMs in the StATIM face inward and push
on the amplification mechanism. The main shuttle of the StATIM is propelled forward,

TABLE 6.1 SUMMiT V StATIM Designs
Variable

Design B

149 µm

149 µm

Lt

Design A

Ot

2.0 µm

2.0 µm

tt

4.5 µm

2.25 µm

wt

3.0 µm

2.0 µm

nt

16

24

La

348.4 µm

200 µm

Oa

30 µm

17.4 µm

ta

2.5 µm

2.5 µm

wa

1.0 µm

1.0 µm

wsa

3.0 µm

3.0 µm

na1

3

3

na2

n/a

6
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perpendicular to the driving motion of the TIMs, and then is returned to its original position when the voltage is removed.
Optical microscope images of each device in its actuated position are shown in
Fig. 6.6. Table 6.2 lists the results for each design, including the maximum deflection and
the associated displacement density for each, defined as
d
D d = ----Af

a)

b)

Figure 6.5 Optical microscope images of a) StATIM design A and b) StATIM
Design B in their unactuated positions
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(6.1)

where d is the output deflection of the device and Af is the device footprint. Af is determined by multiplying the longest device dimension in the x direction by the longest device
dimension in the y direction.

a)

b)

Figure 6.6 Optical microscope images of a) StATIM design A and b) StATIM
Design B in their actuated positions
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TABLE 6.2 Measured results for StATIM actuation
Design A

Design B

Deflection, d

39.3 µm

43.9 µm

Voltage

9.8 V

7.0 V

Current

95 mA

95 mA

Actuator dimensions

x: 0.743 mm
y: 0.542 mm

x: 0.47 mm
y: 0.55 mm

Footprint, Af

0.40 mm2

0.26 mm2

Displacement density, Dd

97.8 µm/mm2

169.8 µm/mm2

6.4 Conclusion
The StATIM is a novel, compact thermal actuator that can provide significant output displacement relative to the device area. It has potential applications where a combination of large output displacement and forces in the tens to hundreds of µN are required.
The StATIM has potential applications in various areas, including actuating microswitches
and shutter positioning.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Contributions
The Fully compliant Tensural Bistable Mechanism (FTBM) class was introduced
in this thesis. Proof-of-concept prototypes fabricated in MUMPs and SUMMiT V and
refined designs from four topologies of the mechanism class fabricated in SUMMiT V
were presented. The efficiency of each mechanism was measured by the force ratio of the
device. Micro bistable mechanisms with high force ratios were possible with the FTBM
class. Measured force-displacement results for selected bistable mechanisms were presented. Force characteristics of the devices were measured in-situ by micro force gages.
On-chip actuation of selected bistable mechanisms was demonstrated, including
switching systems using optimized thermal actuators designed using the semi-coupled
design approach described. The switching system designs are verified by comparing the
predicted power required for the actuator to switch the bistable mechanism to the actual
threshold power required to actuate the device. The combined switch/actuator systems
presented in this work verify the integrated design methods utilized to develop them.
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The Stacked Amplified Thermomechanical In-plane Microactuator (StATIM), a
compact thermal actuator with a large ratio of output displacement to device area, was
introduced. The StATIM has application where large displacement using a compact actuator is beneficial.

7.2 Recommendations for future work
The design space available through the consideration of tension loading in bistable
mechanisms could be explored further. A full Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model (PRBM) for
configurations in the FTBM class could also be developed. In addition to the four topologies presented in this work, other useful configurations of mechanisms that undergo a
combination of tension and bending loads may exist. The design space of the FTBM class
could be explored with full simulated annealing or genetic algorithm optimization techniques. Applications that would benefit from the high force ratio possible with FTBM
class devices can also be explored. Possible applications include micro shutters and
switching arrays.
The post-switch spring-like behavior possible with the DTBM could also be investigated further and possible applications explored, such as micro g/time switches or sensors that can be turned on and off remotely. In a sensor application, the switch would be
fabricated in position A on Figure 7.1 in the “off” position. When actuated just past position B, the switch would snap to the stable equilibrium point at position C, its “on” position. Between positions C and D, the mechanism’s behavior is analogous to that of a soft
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Force

B

D

C

A
Dis p lac e m e n t

Figure 7.1 Example force-displacement behavior of a DTBM switch

Figure 7.2 Example application of DTBM in an x-y position sensor layout.
linear spring. As a sensor, the device could respond to inertial loads in line with its direction of motion by moving between points C and D. An electrical connection could be completed if the device reaches point D. Four DTBMs combined could provide full position
sensing in the x-y plane, as shown in Figure 7.2. Positions A-D in the figure correspond to
the same positions on Figure 7.1. The spring constant of the device as it moves from C to
D and the location of D could be tailored to the specific application.
Development of a full thermal model of the StATIM, including the heating effect
of the TIMs on the underlying amplification structure, would allow for easy design of
compact thermal actuators for a variety of applications.
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Figure 7.3 Initial deflection of ATIM caused by residual stress in the mechanical
layers.

The large-displacement ATIMs presented in this work exhibited a significant initial deflection due to the residual stress in the polysilicon mechanical layers. Figure 7.3
shows an ATIM designed for 80 µm of displacement in its unactuated position. An initial
deflection of approximately 16 µm is present. This initial displacement occurs as the compressive residual stress inherent to surface micromachined polysilicon layers is relieved
through expansion of the legs of the TIMs and amplified section of the ATIM. The geometry of the ATIM amplifies the displacement. Devices with large geometric amplification
of the expansion due to residual compressive stress could be applied as passive on-chip
strain gauges to measure the residual stresses present in the surface micromachining process. Large geometric amplification of the expansion will increase the residual stress measurement precision. The residual stress in each polysilicon layer is different. The
measurement device should be designed to be fabricated in a single layer, and could be
used to measure the residual stress of each mechanical layer.
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APPENDIX A

THERMAL ACTUATOR
OPTIMIZATION MODEL
DESCRIPTION

A.1 Thermal actuator thermal/mechanical model13
The GUI used for the full steady-state thermal actuator analysis code written at
Sandia National Laboratories is shown in Figure A.1. The code is not process-specific;
single-layer or multi-layer processes can be used to design thermal actuators. The thermal
model accounts for both the shuttle and anchor pad dimensions and properties. Singlestaged actuators (TIMs) and double-staged actuators (ATIMs) can be designed. A brief
description of the steps to analyze a TIM or ATIM follows:

A.1.1 TIM analysis
The steps to setup and analyze a TIM design are:

13.Note: The full thermal actuator analysis and optimization code can not be included because of intellectual property
rights of Sandia National Laboratories.
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•

On the GUI for the steady state thermal actuator analysis code (shown in
Figure A.1), in the “Actuator geometry” pane, enter the X length (Lt), offset (ot), and number of legs (nt).

•

Click on the vertical button to the left of “Width” in the same pane. The
cross section visualizer GUI shown in Figure A.2 appears. Layers corresponding to the polysilicon mechanical layers and oxide cuts in between
layers can be entered, with independent widths for each layer. As the
widths and thicknesses of each layer are updated on the cross section figure. The cross section shown in the figure is a sample cross section using
all the structural layers in SUMMiT V. It is up to the user to ensure that the
cross section is defined according to the process design rules.

Figure A.1 Main GUI window for the TIM/ATIM parametric analysis code
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•

Enter the “bias per edge” value on the same cross section viewer. For
SUMMiT V, a good value to use is 0.1 µm. For each processes, the design
manual should be checked for the correct value. Note the requested value is
over etch per edge. Click “OK”.

•

Check and change as desired the other parameters in the “Actuator geometry”, “Shuttle geometry”, and “Pad geometry” panes.

•

Make sure the “Use second stage” checkbox in the “Second Stage Geometry” pane is unchecked.

•

Enter the applied load type and value of the applied load in the “Applied
loads” pane.

•

Click the “Analyze” button.

Figure A.2 Cross section visualizer GUI
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A.1.2 ATIM analysis
For the analysis of a staged thermal actuator (ATIM), follow the same steps as for
the TIM analysis, but also define the parameters and cross section of the second stage in
the “Second stage geometry” pane. Check the “Use second stage” check box and run by
clicking “Analyze”.

A.2 Thermal actuator optimization model
This section briefly describes the optimization added to the thermal actuator model
as part of this research.

A.2.1 Design variables
The GUI for the thermal actuator optimization is shown in Figure A.3. The available optimization design variables are X length (Lt), Y offset (ot), and bending Width (tt)
of the TIM legs and the second stage (La, oa, ta). Note that the number of legs and the
layer thicknesses and widths are not modified by the optimization. Whatever values are
passed to the optimization from the main GUI are held constant through the analysis. As tt
and ta are modified, the cross sectional area and moment of inertia are updated accordingly.
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A.2.2 Constraints and objective function
The “Objective/constraints” pane contains the available output values from each
analysis that can be chosen as either the objective or as constraints. Only one objective
function can be chosen.
Objective. The objective function is selected by clicking on the radio button next to the
desired function name. Allowable and indifference values must be entered. If the allowable value is greater than the indifference value, then the selected objective will be mini-

Figure A.3 GUI for thermal actuator optimization code
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mized. If the allowable value is less than the indifference value, then the selected objective
will be maximized. The Matlab function fmincon used for the optimization only minimizes, so the optimization model changes the sign of the objective’s value accordingly.
Constraints. Any remaining function values may be selected as constraints. For each,
allowable and indifference values must be entered. For constraints, these correspond to
minimum and maximum values. If the allowable value is greater than the indifference
value, then the constraint is “less than or equal to the allowable value.” If the allowable
value is less than the indifference value, then the constraint is “greater than or equal to the
allowable value.”
Depending on the loads, some outputs are not available as objective or constraint
in some cases, depending on the load. For example, if Current is the selected load, then it
can not be the objective or a constraint because it is a fixed value for the analysis. Essentially, the load case passed to the optimization from the main analysis is an implied equality constraint, forcing each analysis iteration to have that value.

A.2.3 Scaling
The Matlab function fmincon does not have inherent scaling. For the gradients to
be of roughly the same order of magnitude, scaling is essential. All inputs to and outputs
from each function call are scaled.
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Inputs. Each input parameter x is scaled between -1 and 1 as follows:
x – x min
x′ = 2 ×  ---------------------------- – 1
x max – x min

(A.1)

The function fmincon also requires that the upper and lower bounds of the input
variables be passed to the optimization function. Because all inputs are scaled according to
Equation (A.1), if there are n inputs, then the upper value array is an array of size n where
each entry is equal to 1. The lower value array is an array of size n with each entry equal to
-1.
Output function values. Each resulting function value is scaled in a manner similar to the
input parameters. If the function value is equal to y, then
y – y min
y′ = 2 ×  ---------------------------- – 1
y max – y min

is the scaled value of the function.
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(A.2)
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APPENDIX B

FTBM MODEL

The model for the Fully Compliant Tensural Bistable Mechanism (FTBM) class is
described in this appendix. The FEA batch files for each of the four sets (topologies) presented in this research are included.

B.1 FTBM Parametric model with optimization
The GUI for the parametric model written in Matlab is shown in Figure B.1. The
available design variables, solution setup, and other properties are available. A single
design as defined on this GUI can be analyzed, or the optimization run can be initiated.

B.1.1 Single design analysis
For a single design analysis, the code creates an input file for the ANSYS batch
file listed in Section B.2. A simple batch file is executed (erCode = system('run_ansys_angled.bat') to call ANSYS and run the analysis in the background:
@echo off
set ans_consec=YES
set answait=1
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"C:\Program Files\Ansys Inc\ANSYS60\bin\Intel\ansys.exe"
"LFCBM_inverted2.inp" >> "LFCBM_output.txt"

-b -j ANSYS_job -p ane3fl <

The results are returned from ANSYS to the Matlab code. Bistable results are displayed in the Matlab window, stored in the designated results file, and the force-displacement of the design is plotted.

B.1.2 Optimization-based design analysis
The interactive optimization window is shown in Figure B.2.
Matlab’s fmincon function as used in the FTBM model has the following form:
[x,fvalue,exitflag,output,lambda,grad,hessian]=fmincon(@bm_optimize2,bmInputs,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@bm_sc
onstraint2,options,hObject,eventdata,handles)
(B.1)

Figure B.1 Screenshot of the FTBM parametric model GUI.
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The most important individual components of Equation (B.1) are described in
Table B.1. The fmincon optimization routine uses gradient-based methods.

B.2 FEA batch files for FTBM prototypes and parametric
model
Four different batch files were used to design the prototype FTBMs and the three
sets of second generation designs presented in this thesis. The main difference between the
batch files is in assembling the geometry of the device and the associated boundary condition constraints; the applied loads, solution, and data handling are essentially identical.
The original batch file for the prototypes, given in Section B.2.1, was also used for the
designs in Set 1. Section B.2.2 gives the batch file used to develop the Set 2 designs. Section gives the batch file used to develop the Set 3 designs. Section B.2.3 gives the batch

Figure B.2 GUI for FTBM optimization
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TABLE B.1 Optimization function parameters
x

An array of design values; the solution resulting from the optimization

FVal

The value of the objective function at the solution x.

exitflag

Convergence; if value > 0, solution converged within iteration
limit

output

Indicates number of iterations, function calls, and alogorithm used.

lambda

Lagrange multipliers at the solution x.

grad

Gradient values of the objective function at the solution x

hessian

Value of the hessian matrix of the objective function evaluated at x.

@bm_optimize2

The handle of the selected objective function.

bm_inputs

The initial values for the design variables.

lb, ub

Arrays containing the upper and lower bounds for the design variables. In the scaled space used, lb and ub are vectors with the same
number of entries as optimization inputs, with values -1 and 1,
respectively.

@bm_sconstraint2

The function handle used to evaluate the constraints after each
function call.

options

Matlab object containing option settings for fmincon, such as algorithm type.

file used to develop the Set 2 designs. The Matlab .m files comprising the optimizationbased design model to which the batch files were linked are too extensive to include. The
source code can be requested from the author by email (dwilcox@byu.edu)

B.2.1 Batch file for FTBM prototype and topology Set 1
The following ANSYS batch file reads in a file “bm_ansys.txt” with parameters
set by the optimization model, defines the geometry of the bistable mechanism, applies a
displacement load in a series of steps, and records the force and stress at each point. This
is a model for half the bistable mechanism, mirrored about the shutter.
!***10/12/02: SUMMiT V design model.
!***11/11/02: Updated for MUMPs design.
!***10/31/03: Updated; called by optimization in Matlab.
!*****Bistable (FTBM) Mechanism Configuration
!*****Based on Linear Motion Folded Beam Mechanism
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!***Clear previous files
FINISH
/clear
!**************BEGIN PREPROCESSOR STEPS******************
/TITLE,Design of a Folded-Beam Bistable Mechanism
/PREP7
!*******************COMMON VARIABLES*********************
PI=acos(-1.)
!*****Read in Matlab-generated parameters file:
/INPUT, bm_ansys,txt , , ,1 !Read in file. Output contents to logfile as they're run.
!*** Stress should be less than the tensile strength (~< 1200 MPa)
!****Units in MICRONS:
theta = thetad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
beta = betad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
!***Adjust cubed dimensions by overetch per side.
1 = h1-2*E
!flexthick
h3 = h3-2*E
!springthick
hsout = hsout - 2*E
!outer upright vertical spring member.
hsmid = hsmid - 2*E
!inner vertical spring member.
hshut = hshut - E
!shuttle thickness (E only subtracted from one side because it's mirrored about this thickness).
!*Get value for displacement loading:
DelYMax = DelYFactor*Lo/10
!************NUMBER of DIVISIONS defined in parameters input text file.*************************
!------------Area Properties-----------------Iz1 = base*h1*h1*h1/12!***Moment of inertia for flex members
!!Iz2 = base*h2*h2*h2/12!***Moment of inertia for stiff members
Iz2 = base*hsout*hsout*hsout/12!***Moment of inertia for outer upright spring member
Iz3 = base*h3*h3*h3/12!***Try making lower leg stiffer.
Iz4 = base*hsmid*hsmid*hsmid/12!***Moment of inertia for inner upright spring member
Iz5 = base*hshut*hshut*hshut/12!***Moment of inertia for shuttle.
*if,ElementType,EQ,4,then
Iy1 = h1*base*base*base/12!***Moment of inertia about Y axis.
Iy2 = hsout*base*base*base/12
Iy3 = h3*base*base*base/12
Iy4 = hsmid*base*base*base/12
Iy5 = hshut*base*base*base/12
*endif
Acr1 = base*h1!***Cross sectional area of upper flex member
!Acr2 = base*h2!***Cross sectional area of spring members
Acr2 = base*hsout!***Cross sectional area of outer vertical spring member.
Acr3 = base*h3!***Cross sectional area of lower flex member
Acr4 = base*hsmid!*** "" " inner vertical spring member
Acr5 = base*hshut!*** """ Shuttle
!**************************BEGIN FEA*************************
!----CREATE KEYPOINTS: K{Point #, X-Coord, Y-Coord, Z-Coord}
K,1,0,0,0
K,2,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)
K,3,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)-Lm
K,4,-Lo*cos(theta)+Li*cos(beta),-Lo*sin(theta)-Lm+Li*sin(beta)
K,5,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)-Lm-Lm2
K,6,-Lo*cos(theta)+Li*cos(beta),-Lo*sin(theta)-Lm+Li*sin(beta)-Lm2
K,7,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)-2*Lm-Lm2
K,8,0,-2*Lm-Lm2,0
!*****Define lines**********
L,1,2! Line 1; needs Real constant 1
L,2,3! Line 2; needs Real constant 2
L,3,4! Line 3; needs Real constant 3
L,3,5! Line 4; needs Real constant 4
L,5,6! Line 5; needs Real Constant 3
L,5,7! Line 6; needs Real constant 2
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L,7,8! Line 7; needs Real constant 1
L,1,8! Line 8; needs Real constant 5
!******** BREAK LINES INTO SEGMENTS ***********
LESIZE,1,,,Segments
LESIZE,2,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,3,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,4,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,5,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,6,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,7,,,Segments
LESIZE,8,,,SegmentsSpring
! Fit to Screen
/AUTO,1
! Set deflection to 1:1 scale
dscale,1,1
! Command to Display Lines: LPLOT, Nodes: NPLOT, Key: KPLOT,ALL
LPLOT
KPLOT,ALL
!************ Declare an ELEMENT TYPE: Beam 3 (2D Elastic) *****
*If,ElementType,EQ,4,THEN!**If user has selected beam4 elements...
ET,1,BEAM4
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,Iy2,h1,base,0
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,Iy2,hsout,base,0
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,Iy3,h3,base,0
R,4,Acr4,Iz4,Iy4,hmid,base,0
R,5,Acr5,Iz5,Iy5,hshut,base,0
*ELSE
ET,1,BEAM3
!******************Set Real Constants:****************
!*** Assume no shear_z, no prestrain, no mass properties
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,h1,0,0,0!***Upper flexible segment
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,hsout,0,0,0!***Outer vertical spring segments
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,h3,0,0,0!***Lower flexible segment
R,4,Acr4,Iz4,hsmid,0,0,0!***Inner vertical spring member
R,5,Acr5,Iz5,hshut,0,0,0!***shuttle.
*ENDIF
!*************Set Material Properties on Material 1****************
! Young's Modulus
MP,EX,1,Ey!**Young's modulus
MP,ALPX,1,1 !**Coeficient of thermal expansion.
MP,PRXY,1,Pratio!**Poisson's ratio
real,1!*** Defines lines as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
type,1!and meshes the line.
mat,1
LMESH,1
LMESH,7
real,3
LMESH,3
LMESH,5
real,2!*** Defines line 2 as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
!and meshes the line.
LMESH,2
!LMESH,4
LMESH,6
!LMESH,8
real,4
LMESH,4!***cENTER VERTICAL SPRING MEMBER
real,5
LMESH,8!***SHUTTLE.
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!**********Selects desired keypoints and gives them variable names: nkp[kp#]
ksel,s,kp,,1
nslk,s
*get,nkp1,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,2
nslk,s
*get,nkp2,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,3
nslk,s
*get,nkp3,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
FINISH
!***************BEGIN SOLUTION STEPS******************
/SOLU
! Set to Nonlinear Deflection Analysis
NLGEOM,1
! Set Analysis Type to Static (0)
ANTYPE,0
!---------ADD BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS-----------------DK,1,UX,0
DK,1,ROTZ,0
DK,8,UX,0
DK,8,ROTZ,0

!apply constraint to ends of shuttle

DK,4,UX,0
DK,4,UY,0
DK,4,UZ,0
DK,4,ROTZ,0
DK,4,ROTY,0
DK,4,ROTX,0

!Apply constraints to fixed anchor points.

DK,6,UX,0
DK,6,UY,0
DK,6,UZ,0
DK,6,ROTZ,0
DK,6,ROTX,0
DK,6,ROTY,0
!-------------------APPLIES VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT----------------!**Apply load in single loadstep, but with NSUBST command used to set number of divisions.
DK,1, ,-DelYMax, ,0,UY, , , , , ,!Expansion key is set to 0; constraint only applies to this node.
NSUBST,Steps,Steps*4,Steps!**bREAK INSTO SUBSTEPS.
OUTRES,ERASE
OUTRES,ALL,ALL!***oUTPUT ALL INFO.
TIME,1
SOLVE
FINISH
! Determine max stress at each substep
/POST1
*DIM,maxstr,ARRAY,Steps+1,1
SET,1'sET TO LOAD STEP OF INTEREST.
*GET,TotalSteps,ACTIVE,0,SET,SBST

!*Get how many steps were actually taken.

*DIM,DispForceStress,ARRAY,TotalSteps+1,3 !*Dimensionalize array.
DispForceStress(1,1) = 0
DispForceStress(1,2) = 0

!start at 0,0,0
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DispForceStress(1,3) = 0
*DO,count,1,TotalSteps,1 !need to find out how many substeps there actually were (same with dispv and force calcs)
SET,1,count
!Set to substep "count" of time 1.
ETABLE,,NMISC,1
ETABLE,,NMISC,2
ETABLE,,NMISC,3
ETABLE,,NMISC,4
SABS,1
SMAX,MS1,NMIS1,NMIS2
SMAX,MS2,NMIS3,NMIS4
SMAX,MS3,MS1,MS2
ESORT,ETAB,MS3,0,1,,
*GET,stepstress,SORT,,MAX
!Change to keypoing where load was applied:
KSel,S,,,1
!Keypoint #1
NSLK,S
!Select node at keypoint 1
*GET,nnum,NODE,,NUM,MAX,,,,
*GET,stepdisp,NODE,nnum,U,Y
*GET,stepforce,NODE,nnum,RF,FY
!Save values from current substep to DispForceStress matrix:
DispForceStress(count+1,1) = stepdisp
DispForceStress(count+1,2) = stepforce
DispForceStress(count+1,3) = stepstress
SET,NEXT
*ENDDO
!**Write output file:
/OUTPUT, bm_results.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
Displacement OutputForce MaxStress
*VWRITE,DispForceStress(1,1),DispForceStress(1,2),DispForceStress(1,3)
%20g %20g %20g
/OUTPUT
!**********************below no longer needed(?).
FINISH
! Get force/displacement data
/post26
NUMVAR,200!**Set number of variables allowed in post26
TIMERANGE,0,1!**From time 1 to time 2 (all substeps). May need to make just 1 to 1.
NSOL,2,nkp1,U,Y, UY!**Store displacement in Y...
STORE,MERGE
RFORCE,3,nkp1,F,Y,FY!**Store force in Y...
STORE,MERGE
! Determine max force/stress
*DIM,forces,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,forces(1),3
*DIM,dispv,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,dispv(1),2
maxf=0
maxs=0
*DO,counter,1,Steps+1,1
*IF,forces(counter),LT,maxf,THEN
maxf=forces(counter)
*ENDIF
*IF,maxstr(counter),GT,maxs,THEN
maxs=maxstr(counter)
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
maxf=-maxf
!***Write out output file.
/OUTPUT, bm_results2.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
DisplacementOutput ForceMax Stress
*VWRITE,dispv(1),forces(1),maxstr(1)
%20G %20G %20G
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/OUTPUT

B.2.2 Set 2 batch file
The following ANSYS batch file was used for the designs in Set 2. This is a quarter model of the mechanism.

!*****Bistable (FTBM) Mechanism Configuration Set 2
!*****Based on Linear Motion Mechanism
!***Clear previous files
FINISH
/clear
!**************BEGIN PREPROCESSOR STEPS******************
/TITLE,Design of a Folded-Beam Bistable Mechanism
/PREP7
!*******************COMMON VARIABLES*********************
PI=acos(-1.)
!*****Read in Matlab-generated parameters file:
/INPUT, bm_ansys,txt , , ,1 !Read in file. Output contents to logfile as they're run.
!*** Stress should be less than the tensile strength (~< 1200 MPa)
!****Units in MICRONS:
theta = thetad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
beta = betad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
!***Adjust cubed dimensions by overetch per side.
h1 = h1-2*E
!flexthick
h3 = h3-2*E
!springthick
hsout = hsout - 2*E
!outer upright vertical spring member.
hsmid = hsmid - 2*E
!inner vertical spring member.
hshut = hshut - E
!shuttle thickness (E only subtracted from one side because it's mirrored about this thickness).
!*Get value for displacement loading:
DelYMax = DelYFactor*Lo/10
!************NUMBER of DIVISIONS defined in parameters input text file.*************************
!------------Area Properties-----------------Iz1 = base*h1*h1*h1/12!***Moment of inertia for flex members
Iz2 = base*hsout*hsout*hsout/12!***Moment of inertia for outer upright spring member
Iz3 = base*h3*h3*h3/12!***Try making lower leg stiffer.
Iz4 = base*hsmid*hsmid*hsmid/12!***Moment of inertia for inner upright spring member
Iz5 = base*hshut*hshut*hshut/12!***Moment of inertia for shuttle.
*if,ElementType,EQ,4,then
Iy1 = h1*base*base*base/12!***Moment of inertia about Y axis.
Iy2 = hsout*base*base*base/12
Iy3 = h3*base*base*base/12
Iy4 = hsmid*base*base*base/12
Iy5 = hshut*base*base*base/12
*endif
Acr1 = base*h1!***Cross sectional area of upper flex member
Acr2 = base*hsout!***Cross sectional area of outer vertical spring member.
Acr3 = base*h3!***Cross sectional area of lower flex member
Acr4 = base*hsmid!*** "" " inner vertical spring member
Acr5 = base*hshut!*** """ Shuttle
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!**************************BEGIN FEA*************************
!----CREATE KEYPOINTS: K{Point #, X-Coord, Y-Coord, Z-Coord}
K,1,0,0,0
K,2,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)
K,3,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)+Lm
K,4,-Lo*cos(theta)+Li*cos(beta),-Lo*sin(theta)+Lm+Li*sin(beta)
!*****Define lines**********
L,1,2! Line 1; needs Real constant 1
L,2,3! Line 2; needs Real constant 2
L,3,4! Line 3; needs Real constant 3
!******** BREAK LINES INTO SEGMENTS ***********
LESIZE,1,,,Segments
LESIZE,2,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,3,,,SegmentsSpring
! Fit to Screen
/AUTO,1
! Set deflection to 1:1 scale
dscale,1,1
! Command to Display Lines: LPLOT, Nodes: NPLOT, Key: KPLOT,ALL
LPLOT
KPLOT,ALL
!************ Declare an ELEMENT TYPE: Beam 3 (2D Elastic) *****
*If,ElementType,EQ,4,THEN!**If user has selected beam4 elements...
ET,1,BEAM4
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,Iy2,h1,base,0
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,Iy2,hsout,base,0
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,Iy3,h3,base,0
R,4,Acr4,Iz4,Iy4,hmid,base,0
R,5,Acr5,Iz5,Iy5,hshut,base,0
*ELSE
ET,1,BEAM3
!******************Set Real Constants:****************
!*** Assume no shear_z, no prestrain, no mass properties
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,h1,0,0,0!***Upper flexible segment
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,hsout,0,0,0!***Outer vertical spring segments
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,h3,0,0,0!***Lower flexible segment
R,4,Acr4,Iz4,hsmid,0,0,0!***Inner vertical spring member
R,5,Acr5,Iz5,hshut,0,0,0!***shuttle.
*ENDIF
!*************Set Material Properties on Material 1****************
! Young's Modulus
MP,EX,1,Ey!**Young's modulus
MP,ALPX,1,1 !**Coeficient of thermal expansion.
MP,PRXY,1,Pratio!**Poisson's ratio
real,1!*** Defines lines as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
type,1!and meshes the line.
mat,1
LMESH,1
real,3
LMESH,3
real,2!*** Defines line 2 as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
!and meshes the line.
LMESH,2
!**********Selects desired keypoints and gives them variable names: nkp[kp#]
ksel,s,kp,,1
nslk,s
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*get,nkp1,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,2
nslk,s
*get,nkp2,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,3
nslk,s
*get,nkp3,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
FINISH
!***************BEGIN SOLUTION STEPS******************
/SOLU
! Set to Nonlinear Deflection Analysis
NLGEOM,1
! Set Analysis Type to Static (0)
ANTYPE,0
!---------ADD BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS-----------------!**Constraint to let device deflect out of plane: (not currently passed by matlab, so commented out)
DK,1,UX,0
DK,1,ROTZ,0

!apply constraint to ends of shuttle

DK,4,UX,0
DK,4,UY,0
DK,4,UZ,0
DK,4,ROTZ,0
DK,4,ROTY,0
DK,4,ROTX,0

!Apply constraints to fixed anchor points.

!-------------------APPLIES VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT----------------!**Apply load in single loadstep, but with NSUBST command used to set number of divisions.
DK,1, ,-DelYMax, ,0,UY, , , , , ,!Expansion key is set to 0; constraint only applies to this node.
NSUBST,Steps,Steps*4,Steps!**bREAK INSTO SUBSTEPS.
OUTRES,ERASE
OUTRES,ALL,ALL!***oUTPUT ALL INFO.
TIME,1
SOLVE
FINISH
! Determine max stress at each substep
/POST1
!***Problem here!!!
!displZ = UZ(nkp1)
*DIM,maxstr,ARRAY,Steps+1,1
SET,1'sET TO LOAD STEP OF INTEREST.
*GET,TotalSteps,ACTIVE,0,SET,SBST

!*Get how many steps were actually taken.

*DIM,DispForceStress,ARRAY,TotalSteps+1,3 !*Dimensionalize array.
DispForceStress(1,1) = 0
DispForceStress(1,2) = 0
DispForceStress(1,3) = 0

!start at 0,0,0

*DO,count,1,TotalSteps,1 !need to find out how many substeps there actually were (same with dispv and force calcs)
SET,1,count
!Set to substep "count" of time 1.
ETABLE,,NMISC,1
ETABLE,,NMISC,2
ETABLE,,NMISC,3
ETABLE,,NMISC,4
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SABS,1
SMAX,MS1,NMIS1,NMIS2
SMAX,MS2,NMIS3,NMIS4
SMAX,MS3,MS1,MS2
ESORT,ETAB,MS3,0,1,,
*GET,stepstress,SORT,,MAX
!Change to keypoing where load was applied:
KSel,S,,,1
!Keypoint #1
NSLK,S
!Select node at keypoint 1
*GET,nnum,NODE,,NUM,MAX,,,,
*GET,stepdisp,NODE,nnum,U,Y
*GET,stepforce,NODE,nnum,RF,FY
!Save values from current substep to DispForceStress matrix:
DispForceStress(count+1,1) = stepdisp
DispForceStress(count+1,2) = stepforce
DispForceStress(count+1,3) = stepstress
SET,NEXT
*ENDDO
!**Write output file:
/OUTPUT, bm_results.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
Displacement OutputForce MaxStress
*VWRITE,DispForceStress(1,1),DispForceStress(1,2),DispForceStress(1,3)
%20g %20g %20g
/OUTPUT
!**********************below no longer needed(?).
FINISH
! Get force/displacement data
/post26
NUMVAR,200!**Set number of variables allowed in post26
TIMERANGE,0,1!**From time 1 to time 2 (all substeps). May need to make just 1 to 1.
NSOL,2,nkp1,U,Y, UY!**Store displacement in Y...
STORE,MERGE
RFORCE,3,nkp1,F,Y,FY!**Store force in Y...
STORE,MERGE
*DIM,forces,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,forces(1),3
*DIM,dispv,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,dispv(1),2
maxf=0
maxs=0
*DO,counter,1,Steps+1,1
*IF,forces(counter),LT,maxf,THEN
maxf=forces(counter)
*ENDIF
*IF,maxstr(counter),GT,maxs,THEN
maxs=maxstr(counter)
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
maxf=-maxf
!***Write out output file.
/OUTPUT, bm_results2.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
DisplacementOutput ForceMax Stress
*VWRITE,dispv(1),forces(1),maxstr(1)
%20G %20G %20G
/OUTPUT

B.2.3 Set 3 batch file
The batch file in this section is for Set 3. It is a quarter model layout of the FTBM.
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!*****Bistable (FTBM) Mechanism Configuration Set 3
!*****Based on Linear Motion Mechanism
!***Clear previous files
FINISH
/clear
!**************BEGIN PREPROCESSOR STEPS******************
/TITLE,Design of a Folded-Beam Bistable Mechanism
/PREP7
!*******************COMMON VARIABLES*********************
PI=acos(-1.)
!*****Read in Matlab-generated parameters file:
/INPUT, bm_ansys,txt , , ,1 !Read in file. Output contents to logfile as they're run.
!*** Stress should be less than the tensile strength (~< 1200 MPa)
!****Units in MICRONS:
theta = thetad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
beta = betad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
!***Adjust cubed dimensions by overetch per side.
h1 = h1-2*E
!flexthick
h3 = h3-2*E
!springthick
hsout = hsout - 2*E
!outer upright vertical spring member.
hsmid = hsmid - 2*E
!inner vertical spring member.
hshut = hshut - E
!shuttle thickness (E only subtracted from one side because it's mirrored about this thickness).
!**Added because the long segments must cross over the spring tension segment:
base2 = 2.5 !Poly1-2 spring segment.
DelYMax = DelYFactor*Lo/10
!************NUMBER of DIVISIONS defined in parameters input text file.*************************
!------------Area Properties-----------------Iz1 = base*h1*h1*h1/12!***Moment of inertia for flex members
Iz2 = base2*h3*h3*h3/12!***Try making lower leg stiffer.
Iz3 = base*hsout*hsout*hsout/12!***Moment of inertia for outer upright spring member
*if,ElementType,EQ,4,then
Iy1 = h1*base*base*base/12!***Moment of inertia about Y axis.
!Iy2 = h3*base*base*base/12
Iy2 = (h3*base2*base2*base2)/12
Iy3 = hsout*base*base*base/12
!Iy4 = hsmid*base*base*base/12
!Iy5 = hshut*base*base*base/12
*endif
Acr1 = base*h1!***Cross sectional area of upper flex member
Acr2 = base2*h3!***Cross sectional area of lower flex member
Acr3 = base*hsout!***Cross sectional area of outer vertical spring member.
!**************************BEGIN FEA*************************
!----CREATE KEYPOINTS: K{Point #, X-Coord, Y-Coord, Z-Coord}
K,1,0,0,0
K,2,-Lo*cos(theta),-Lo*sin(theta)
K,3,-Lo*cos(theta)+Li*cos(beta),-Lo*sin(theta)+Li*sin(beta)
!Upper end of stiff segment:
K,4,Lm2*cos(theta),Lm2*sin(theta)
!Upper end of top flex segment:
K,5,Lm2*cos(theta)+Lo*cos(theta),Lm2*sin(theta)+Lo*sin(theta)
!*****Define lines**********
L,1,2! Line 1; needs Real constant 1
L,2,3! Line 2; needs Real constant 2
L,1,4! Line 3; needs Real constant 3
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L,4,5! Line 4; needs Real constant 1
!******** BREAK LINES INTO SEGMENTS ***********
!ESIZE,,Segments
LESIZE,1,,,Segments
LESIZE,2,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,3,,,SegmentsSpring
LESIZE,4,,,Segments
! Fit to Screen
/AUTO,1
! Set deflection to 1:1 scale
dscale,1,1
! Command to Display Lines: LPLOT, Nodes: NPLOT, Key: KPLOT,ALL
LPLOT
KPLOT,ALL
!************ Declare an ELEMENT TYPE: Beam 3 (2D Elastic) *****
*If,ElementType,EQ,4,THEN!**If user has selected beam4 elements...
ET,1,BEAM4
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,Iy2,h1,base,0
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,Iy2,hsout,base2,0
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,Iy3,h3,base,0
R,4,Acr4,Iz4,Iy4,hmid,base,0
R,5,Acr5,Iz5,Iy5,hshut,base,0
*ELSE
ET,1,BEAM3
!******************Set Real Constants:****************
!*** Assume no shear_z, no prestrain, no mass properties
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,h1,0,0,0!***Upper flexible segment
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,h3,0,0,0!***Outer vertical spring segments
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,hsout,0,0,0!***Lower flexible segment
*ENDIF
!*************Set Material Properties on Material 1****************
! Young's Modulus
MP,EX,1,Ey!**Young's modulus
MP,ALPX,1,1 !**Coeficient of thermal expansion.
MP,PRXY,1,Pratio!**Poisson's ratio
real,1!*** Defines lines as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
type,1!and meshes the line.
mat,1
LMESH,1
LMESH,4
real,2
LMESH,2
real,3!*** Defines line 2 as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
!and meshes the line.
LMESH,3
!**********Selects desired keypoints and gives them variable names: nkp[kp#]
ksel,s,kp,,5
nslk,s
*get,nkp1,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,2
nslk,s
*get,nkp2,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
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ksel,s,kp,,3
nslk,s
*get,nkp3,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
FINISH
!***************BEGIN SOLUTION STEPS******************
/SOLU
! Set to Nonlinear Deflection Analysis
NLGEOM,1
! Set Analysis Type to Static (0)
ANTYPE,0
!---------ADD BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS-----------------DK,5,UX,0
DK,5,ROTZ,0

!apply constraint to ends of shuttle

DK,3,UX,0
DK,3,UY,0
DK,3,UZ,0
DK,3,ROTZ,0
DK,3,ROTY,0
DK,3,ROTX,0

!Apply constraints to fixed anchor points.

!-------------------APPLIES VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT----------------!**Apply load in single loadstep, but with NSUBST command used to set number of divisions.
DK,5, ,-DelYMax, ,0,UY, , , , , ,!Expansion key is set to 0; constraint only applies to this node.
NSUBST,Steps,Steps*4,Steps!**bREAK INSTO SUBSTEPS.
OUTRES,ERASE
OUTRES,ALL,ALL!***oUTPUT ALL INFO.
TIME,1
SOLVE
FINISH
! Determine max stress at each substep
/POST1
!***Problem here!!!
!displZ = UZ(nkp1)
*DIM,maxstr,ARRAY,Steps+1,1
SET,1!sET TO LOAD STEP OF INTEREST.
*GET,TotalSteps,ACTIVE,0,SET,SBST

!*Get how many steps were actually taken.

*DIM,DispForceStress,ARRAY,TotalSteps+1,3 !*Dimensionalize array.
DispForceStress(1,1) = 0
DispForceStress(1,2) = 0
DispForceStress(1,3) = 0

!start at 0,0,0

*DO,count,1,TotalSteps,1 !need to find out how many substeps there actually were (same with dispv and force calcs)
SET,1,count
!Set to substep "count" of time 1.
ETABLE,,NMISC,1
ETABLE,,NMISC,2
ETABLE,,NMISC,3
ETABLE,,NMISC,4
SABS,1
SMAX,MS1,NMIS1,NMIS2
SMAX,MS2,NMIS3,NMIS4
SMAX,MS3,MS1,MS2
ESORT,ETAB,MS3,0,1,,
*GET,stepstress,SORT,,MAX
!Change to keypoing where load was applied:
KSel,S,,,5
!Keypoint #1
NSLK,S
!Select node at keypoint 1
*GET,nnum,NODE,,NUM,MAX,,,,
*GET,stepdisp,NODE,nnum,U,Y
*GET,stepforce,NODE,nnum,RF,FY
!Save values from current substep to DispForceStress matrix:
DispForceStress(count+1,1) = stepdisp
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DispForceStress(count+1,2) = stepforce
DispForceStress(count+1,3) = stepstress
SET,NEXT
*ENDDO
!**Write output file:
/OUTPUT, bm_results.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
Displacement OutputForce MaxStress
*VWRITE,DispForceStress(1,1),DispForceStress(1,2),DispForceStress(1,3)
%20g %20g %20g
/OUTPUT
FINISH
! Get force/displacement data
/post26
NUMVAR,200!**Set number of variables allowed in post26
TIMERANGE,0,1!**From time 1 to time 2 (all substeps). May need to make just 1 to 1.
NSOL,2,nkp1,U,Y, UY!**Store displacement in Y...
STORE,MERGE
RFORCE,3,nkp1,F,Y,FY!**Store force in Y...
STORE,MERGE
*DIM,forces,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,forces(1),3
*DIM,dispv,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,dispv(1),2
maxf=0
maxs=0
*DO,counter,1,Steps+1,1
*IF,forces(counter),LT,maxf,THEN
maxf=forces(counter)
*ENDIF
*IF,maxstr(counter),GT,maxs,THEN
maxs=maxstr(counter)
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
maxf=-maxf
!***Write out output file.
/OUTPUT, bm_results2.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
DisplacementOutput ForceMax Stress
*VWRITE,dispv(1),forces(1),maxstr(1)
%20G %20G %20G
/OUTPUT

B.2.4 Set 4 batch file
The batch file for Set 4, the DTBM presented in Chapter 5, is given in this section.
It defines and analyzes a quarter model of the DTBM.
!*****Bistable (FTBM) Mechanism Configuration Set 4 (DTBM)
!*****Based on Linear Motion Mechanism
!***Clear previous files
FINISH
/clear
!**************BEGIN PREPROCESSOR STEPS******************
/TITLE,Design of a Bistable Mechanism using segments in tensile rather than compressive bending
/PREP7
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!*******************COMMON VARIABLES*********************
PI=acos(-1.)
!*****Read in Matlab-generated parameters file:
/INPUT, bm_ansys,txt , , ,1 !Read in file. Output contents to logfile as they're run.
!*** Stress should be less than the tensile strength (~< 1200 MPa)
!****Units in MICRONS:
theta = thetad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
beta = betad*PI/180!***Angle of long Flexible segments (RADIANS)
!***Adjust cubed dimensions by overetch per side.
1 = h1-2*E
!flexthick1
h3 = h3-2*E
!flexthick2
hshut = hshut - 2*E
!Stiff segment connecting two flex segments.
!*Get value for displacement loading:
DelYMax = DelYFactor*Lo/10
!************NUMBER of DIVISIONS defined in parameters input text file.*************************
!------------Area Properties-----------------Iz1 = base*h1*h1*h1/12!***Moment of inertia for flex members
Iz2 = base*h3*h3*h3/12!***Try making lower leg stiffer.
Iz3 = base*hshut*hshut*hshut/12!***Moment of inertia for outer upright spring member
*if,ElementType,EQ,4,then
Iy1 = h1*base*base*base/12!***Moment of inertia about Y axis.
Iy2 = h3*base*base*base/12
Iy3 = hshut*base*base*base/12
*endif
Acr1 = base*h1!***Cross sectional area of upper flex member
Acr2 = base*h3!***Cross sectional area of lower flex member
Acr3 = base*hshut!***Cross sectional area of outer vertical spring member.
!**************************BEGIN FEA*************************
!----CREATE KEYPOINTS: K{Point #, X-Coord, Y-Coord, Z-Coord}
K,1,0,0,0
K,2,Lo*cos(theta),Lo*sin(theta)
K,3,-Lm,-Lm2
K,4,-Lm-Li*cos(beta),-Lm2-Li*sin(beta)
!*****Define lines**********
L,1,2! Line 1; needs Real constant 1
L,3,4
!RC2
L,4,2
!RC3 (stiff)
!******** BREAK LINES INTO SEGMENTS ***********
LESIZE,1,,,Segments
LESIZE,2,,,Segments
LESIZE,3,,,SegmentsSpring
! Fit to Screen
/AUTO,1
! Set deflection to 1:1 scale
dscale,1,1
! Command to Display Lines: LPLOT, Nodes: NPLOT, Key: KPLOT,ALL
LPLOT
KPLOT,ALL
!************ Declare an ELEMENT TYPE: Beam 3 (2D Elastic) *****
*If,ElementType,EQ,4,THEN!**If user has selected beam4 elements...
ET,1,BEAM4
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,Iy2,h1,base,0
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,Iy2,h3,base,0
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R,3,Acr3,Iz3,Iy3,hshut,base,0
*ELSE
ET,1,BEAM3
!******************Set Real Constants:****************
!*** Assume no shear_z, no prestrain, no mass properties
R,1,Acr1,Iz1,h1,0,0,0!***Upper flexible segment
R,2,Acr2,Iz2,h3,0,0,0!***Outer vertical spring segments
R,3,Acr3,Iz3,hshut,0,0,0!***Lower flexible segment
*ENDIF
!*************Set Material Properties on Material 1****************
! Young's Modulus
MP,EX,1,Ey!**Young's modulus
MP,ALPX,1,1 !**Coeficient of thermal expansion.
MP,PRXY,1,Pratio!**Poisson's ratio
real,1!*** Defines lines as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
type,1!and meshes the line.
mat,1
LMESH,1
real,2
LMESH,2
real,3!*** Defines line 2 as real constant 1, type as defined in ET, material 1,
!and meshes the line.
LMESH,3
!**********Selects desired keypoints and gives them variable names: nkp[kp#]
ksel,s,kp,,1
nslk,s
*get,nkp1,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,2
nslk,s
*get,nkp2,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
ksel,s,kp,,3
nslk,s
*get,nkp3,node,0,num,max
nsel,all
ksel,all
FINISH
!***************BEGIN SOLUTION STEPS******************
/SOLU
! Set to Nonlinear Deflection Analysis
NLGEOM,1
! Set Analysis Type to Static (0)
ANTYPE,0
!---------ADD BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS-----------------DK,1,UX,0
DK,1,ROTZ,0

!apply constraint to ends of shuttle

DK,3,UX,0
DK,3,UY,0
DK,3,UZ,0
DK,3,ROTZ,0
DK,3,ROTY,0
DK,3,ROTX,0

!Apply constraints to fixed anchor points.

!-------------------APPLIES VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT-----------------
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!**Apply load in single loadstep, but with NSUBST command used to set number of divisions.
DK,1, ,-DelYMax, ,0,UY, , , , , ,!Expansion key is set to 0; constraint only applies to this node.
NSUBST,Steps,Steps*4,Steps!**bREAK INSTO SUBSTEPS.
OUTRES,ERASE
OUTRES,ALL,ALL!***oUTPUT ALL INFO.
TIME,1
SOLVE
FINISH
! Determine max stress at each substep
/POST1
!***Problem here!!!
!displZ = UZ(nkp1)
*DIM,maxstr,ARRAY,Steps+1,1
SET,1'sET TO LOAD STEP OF INTEREST.
*GET,TotalSteps,ACTIVE,0,SET,SBST

!*Get how many steps were actually taken.

*DIM,DispForceStress,ARRAY,TotalSteps+1,3 !*Dimensionalize array.
DispForceStress(1,1) = 0
DispForceStress(1,2) = 0
DispForceStress(1,3) = 0

!start at 0,0,0

*DO,count,1,TotalSteps,1 !need to find out how many substeps there actually were (same with dispv and force calcs)
SET,1,count
!Set to substep "count" of time 1.
ETABLE,,NMISC,1
ETABLE,,NMISC,2
ETABLE,,NMISC,3
ETABLE,,NMISC,4
SABS,1
SMAX,MS1,NMIS1,NMIS2
SMAX,MS2,NMIS3,NMIS4
SMAX,MS3,MS1,MS2
ESORT,ETAB,MS3,0,1,,
*GET,stepstress,SORT,,MAX
!Change to keypoing where load was applied:
KSel,S,,,1
!Keypoint #1
NSLK,S
!Select node at keypoint 1
*GET,nnum,NODE,,NUM,MAX,,,,
*GET,stepdisp,NODE,nnum,U,Y
*GET,stepforce,NODE,nnum,RF,FY
!Save values from current substep to DispForceStress matrix:
DispForceStress(count+1,1) = stepdisp
DispForceStress(count+1,2) = stepforce
DispForceStress(count+1,3) = stepstress
SET,NEXT
*ENDDO
!**Write output file:
/OUTPUT, bm_results.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
Displacement OutputForce MaxStress
*VWRITE,DispForceStress(1,1),DispForceStress(1,2),DispForceStress(1,3)
%20g %20g %20g
/OUTPUT
!**********************below no longer needed(?).
FINISH
! Get force/displacement data
/post26
NUMVAR,200!**Set number of variables allowed in post26
TIMERANGE,0,1!**From time 1 to time 2 (all substeps). May need to make just 1 to 1.
NSOL,2,nkp1,U,Y, UY!**Store displacement in Y...
STORE,MERGE
RFORCE,3,nkp1,F,Y,FY!**Store force in Y...
STORE,MERGE
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! Determine max force/stress
*DIM,forces,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,forces(1),3
*DIM,dispv,ARRAY,Steps+1
VGET,dispv(1),2
maxf=0
maxs=0
*DO,counter,1,Steps+1,1
*IF,forces(counter),LT,maxf,THEN
maxf=forces(counter)
*ENDIF
*IF,maxstr(counter),GT,maxs,THEN
maxs=maxstr(counter)
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
maxf=-maxf
!***Write out output file.
/OUTPUT, bm_results2.txt
*VWRITE
Results of LFCBM ANSYS analysis
*VWRITE
DisplacementOutput ForceMax Stress
*VWRITE,dispv(1),forces(1),maxstr(1)
%20G %20G %20G
/OUTPUT
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APPENDIX C

DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
CODE

The displacement measurement code described in this section provides a convenient semi-automatic method to measure the deflection of MEMS devices from a series of
images from video capture.

C.1 Code description
The software allows the user to crop the series of images to focus in on the region
of interest. The images are converted to gray scale if necessary, and the calibration scale
factors in the vertical and horizontal direction are interactively defined. The user interactively selects the point to track on each image, using either a filtered image showing the
edges found or an intensity profile from a user-defined region. The software automatically
calculates the deflection of the selected point using the calibration factor. Horizontal and
vertical deflections can be measured.
The calculated deflections are saved to the output file specified by the user, along
with the scale factors, a descriptive header, and the full path and filename of the image
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Figure C.1 GUI for displacement tool.

sequence being analyzed. If multiple analyses are run using the same set of images, the
results sets are appended to the first in the output file unless the delete file option is
selected.
The GUI for the image processing code is shown in Figure C.1. The GUI was created using standard Matlab GUI tools, so the source code is not given here. The GUI provides an interactive interface to assemble the settings required for the analysis. The object
params is passed to each function, with the following components (each with an example
value and explanation):
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•

getSF14: 1

Need scale factor. (true/false)

•

filter: 0

Apply edge filter (yes/no)

•

gaus: 1

Apply Gaussian blur (yes,no)

•

stationary: 1

Use stationary reference edge (yes,no)

•

distinpic: 0

Calculate relative distance in current picture

•

gsize: 3

Size of Gaussian filter

•

gsigma: 2

Standard deviation of Gaussian filter

•

ZF: 2

Zoom factor to enlarge image for analysis

•

method: 'canny'

Edge filter method (canny, prewitt, roberts)

•

opt1: ''

Options for prewitt method

•

opt2: ''

Options for prewitt method

•

headertext: [1x55 char]

Header saved to the results file

•

fileout: [1x80 char]

Filename for saving results

•

deletefile: 0

Overwrite results file (yes/no)

•

useprofile: 1

Use line profile for measurement (yes/no)

•

usey: 1

Measure in Y direction (yes/no)

•

usex: 0

Measure in X direction (yes/no)

•

imagebase: [1x74 char]

Base15 filename for cropping images

•

imagebasean: [1x79 char]

Base filename for measurement images

14. 1 = “true” or “yes” and 0 = “false” or “no.”
15.All image names are in the form of “path/filename”.
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•

imagetype: '.bmp'

Image type for crop images (ex: .bmp,.tif)

•

imagetypean: '.bmp'

Image type for analysis (ex: .bmp,.tif)

•

startno: 1

First image # in crop sequence

•

startnoan: 1

First image # in analysis sequence

•

endno: 10

Last image # in crop sequence

•

endnoan: 2

Last image # in analysis sequence

•

SFimage: [1x80 char]

Image for scale factor calibration

•

SFx: 0.2541

Calculated X scale factor

•

SFy: 0.3245

Calculated Y scale factor

C.2 Matlab source code
The

Matlab

functions

used

for

the

image

processing

are

crop.m,

image_processing.m, and get_linescan.m. Each is briefly described.
crop.m
Requires a user-defined base filename and a range of images using that filename.
The first picture is opened and displayed, and the user interactively drags a rectangle on
the image with the mouse. All images in the given range are then automatically cropped
using the same rectangle. The cropped images are saved with an altered filename.
Example:
Filename base: newimages1
Filename extension: .bmp
Start no16.: 1
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End no: 10

The first image (“newimages101.bmp”) is opened, and after the user drags a rectangle, all eleven images are cropped. The first image is saved to the filename
“newimages1_crop01.bmp”, and the others in the sequence are saved following the same
pattern. If desired, the .m file crop.m can be used as a stand-alone tool to crop a series of
images identically.
The source code for crop.m is given in Section C.2.2.
image_processing.m
This is the main function used for processing the images prepared by crop.m. This
function is called to perform the gaussian filtering and edge filtering selected by the user,
and to calculate the deflection of the point (and reference point) tracked by the user. If the
calibration scale factor is required, the user is prompted to click on the edges of known
distances first in the X then in Y direction. If the method “edge filter” is selected by the
user on the GUI, the first image is prepared by applying a Gaussian blur if so specified,
then the edges are filtered and displayed in a binary image using the edge filter method
chosen by the user. The first image is then displayed, and the user clicks on the edge to be
measured. The images are shown in succession, and the user clicks on the known edge as
it moves through the image. If “get reference” is selected on the GUI, the user is then
prompted to click on a known reference edge in each image.

16.If there are more than 99 images, the code may need to be modified to handle the automatic name assembly of the
images to be cropped and the filename for the cropped images. Right now, the code assumes that “start no” and “end
no” will be two digits long.
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If the chosen method is “linescan”, then the image_processing.m file is still called,
the scale factor is calculated the same way, and the Gaussian blur is applied. The .m file
get_linescan.m is then called (see Section C.2.4), and the requisite information is passed
to it.
The source code for image_processing.m is given in Section C.2.3.
get_linescan.m
This .m file prepares and displays the linescan averaged across a user-defined
region, along a user-defined section of the image. The pixels perpendicular to the direction
being measured are averaged together, and the resulting linescan across the distance is displayed. The user positions the mouse cursor over an easily tracked defined feature, such as
a peak or valley representing dark or bright line on the image, and clicks the mouse or
presses the space key. The next image is then displayed with the averaged linescan, and
the process is repeated for each image in the defined image set. The process is then
repeated for the reference edge17. The deflection is measured from the calculated scale
factor in the defined direction and the number of pixels.
The source code for get_linescan.m is given in Section C.2.4.

17. With

the edge filter deflection measurement method, using a reference surface is
optional. In its present form, get_linescan.m only works if a reference surface is used,
but this likely could be easily fixed.
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C.2.1 Possible improvements to source code
The image processing code described in this appendix has potential to become a
general purpose image analysis tool even for fully automated deflection measurement.
Some possible improvements to the code are described in this section.
Adding automatic edge-tracking capabilities.
For images with one distinct edge, such as the very end of a TIM under high magnification under an optical scope or the SEM, the average intensity profile could be normalized so the highest and lowest intensity defining the edge are the same in each image.
The user could then click on the first edge, and the software “learn” the shape of the edge,
and automatically find its position in subsequent images. If there are no other similar
images in the image, and if the edge is moving in one direction, it is simply a matter of the
code inspecting the linescan and finding a series of pixels either increasing or decreasing
in magnitude similarly to the selected feature in the first image. Matlab’s polyfit and
polyval functions could then be used to fit a straight line to the edge and find the pixel
value that gives some threshold intensity value.
Add sub-pixel resolution capability
A routine could be added to find the min or max of a valley or peak in the linescan.
When the user clicks near the point being tracked (assuming it is a peak or a valley in the
linescan), the code would perform a polyfit of the linescan intensity values on both sides
of the nearest peak (or valley), then calculate the pixel at the maximum (or minimum)
point on the fitted curve, with subpixel resolution. Right now, the resolution cannot be better than one pixel because the user interactively selects the pixel in each image.
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C.2.2 Source code for crop.m
%clear;
function [Results] = crop(params)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%This function crops all the selectd images to the same size and saves the
%new image to an appropriate name.
figure;
%****If GUI is not used, these next four parameters can be listed and
%defined here instead of passed in the params variable. To use crop.m as a
%stand-alone tool for image cropping, these variables can be changed here,
%and this .m file run by itself.
%Define filename and start/end no of file ranges:
%Values from GUI:
imagebase = params.imagebase;
imagetype = params.imagetype;
startno = params.startno;
endno = params.endno;
%This is how the parameters could be defined in this .m file:
%imagebase = 'BMloc2a_back'; %Leading zero causes problems for early images...
%imagetype = '.bmp';
%startno = 1;
%endno = 3;
%Assemble the image name to be used for the first image:
img1name = strcat(imagebase,num2str(startno),imagetype);
savename = strcat(imagebase,'_crop',num2str(startno),imagetype);
%Open and process image
try
img = imread(img1name);
catch
img1name = strcat(imagebase,'0',num2str(startno),imagetype);
img = imread(img1name);
end
%Strip extra dimension from image
try
img=img(:,:,1:3);
catch
end
%Convert to grayscale
%img = rgb2gray(img);
imshow(img);
fprintf('Drag a crop window on the first image. All other images will be cropped accordingly.');
[A,rect] = imcrop(img);
imshow(A);
%SAve cropped image
imwrite(A,savename);
zoom(2);
%for i = 2:10000
%For all images after the first...
for i = startno+1:endno
%For all images after the first...
%Assemble filename
curname = strcat(imagebase,num2str(i),imagetype);
savename = strcat(imagebase,'_crop',num2str(i),imagetype);
%Get file
try
curimage = imread(curname);
catch
curname = strcat(imagebase,'0',num2str(i),imagetype);
curimage = imread(curname);
end
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%Strip extra dimension from image. Will fail and skip if not needed.
try
curimage=curimage(:,:,1:3);
catch
end
%Crop image: User defines rectangle then clicks <enter>
curimage = imcrop(curimage,rect);
imshow(curimage);
%Save cropped image
imwrite(curimage,savename);
end
fprintf('Image processing complete!\n %g images cropped.',endno-startno+1);
beep
Results.imagebasean = strcat(imagebase,'_crop');
close;

C.2.3 Source code for image_processing.m
function [AnResults] = image_processing(params)
%***********************************************
%This function calculates the scale factor, performs Gaussian blur, and
%applies an edge filter. Used for semi-manual displacement measurements
%using a series of images. Returns the scale factor if calculated. The
%displacement of the selected point (minus the displacement of the
%reference edge if selected) is saved to the specified output file.
%clear;
%close all; %Close all figure windows.
%****If GUI is not used, the following list of parameters can be listed and
%defined here instead of passed in the params variable. To use crop.m as a
%stand-alone tool for image cropping, these variables can be changed here,
%and this .m file run by itself.
%%%****User-defined options and settings ********
imagebase = params.imagebasean;
imagetype = params.imagetypean;
startno = params.startnoan;
endno = params.endnoan;
SFimage = params.SFimage;
fileout = params.fileout;
headertext = params.headertext;
deletefile = params.deletefile;
filter = params.filter;
%Use edge filter?
useprofile = params.useprofile; %Use linescan profile?
getSF = params.getSF;
%If true, will first calculate the calibration scale factor for the specified image (SFiamge)
%stationary = params.stationary;
drift = params.stationary;
%Need to have ref. surface to measure drift.
gaus = params.gaus;
%Use gaussian blur?
gsize = params.gsize;
%# of pixels to use in gaussian blur.
gsigma = params.gsigma;
%standard deviation for gaussian blur.
ZF = params.ZF;
%Zoom factor to use to increase the size of the image (doesn't really increase the detail)
method = params.method;
%Method refers to user choice: use edge filter or intensity profile?
opt1 = params.opt1;
%These are change in the GUI .m file.
opt2 = params.opt2;
%Which direction will measurement be taken in?
usey = params.usey;
usex = params.usex;
%Check to see if scale factor information is available.
if getSF == false
try
SFx = params.SFx;
SFy = params.SFy;
catch
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ans = questdlg('No X and Y scale factors were entered. Calculate new scale factors?');
if strcmp(ans,'Cancel') || strcmp(ans,'No')
fprintf('Analysis cancelled.\n\n');
beep
Return
else
fprintf('Scale factor will be interactively calculated.\n\n');
getSF = true;
%Will need to get scale factor.
end
end
else
end
%*****End of user settings.
%Calculate scale factor:
if getSF == true
imgSF = imread(SFimage);
%Check dimension of image:
try
imgSF = imgSF(:,:,1:3);
catch
end
figure(1)
%Create figure to display images.
imshow(imgSF);
title('Pick the two points to use for scale factor calibration in the X direction and press <Enter>','FontWeight','bold');
[sfX,junk,P] = impixel;
distSFx = inputdlg('Enter the distance between the two X calibration points');
distSFx = str2num(distSFx{1});
title('Pick the two points to use for scale factor calibration in the Y direction and press <Enter>','FontWeight','bold');
[junk,sfY,P] = impixel;
distSFy = inputdlg('Enter the distance between the two Y calibration points');
distSFy = str2num(distSFy{1});
try
pixX = abs(sfX(2)-sfX(1));
pixY = abs(sfY(2)-sfY(1));

%Get absolute value dif.

fprintf('Scale factor values set to:');
%How do I resize correctly???????
SFx = (distSFx/pixX)/ZF
SFy = (distSFy/pixY)/ZF
catch
msgbox('Error occured. Too few or too many points may have been selected. Please run the program again.');
end
else
figure(1);
%Create figure.
end
img1name = strcat(imagebase,num2str(startno),imagetype);
img1 = imread(img1name);
%Will be used to resize and Show image then filtered image for first image:
mrows = ZF*size(img1,1);
ncols = ZF*size(img1,2);
%Convert image to grayscale (write a loop to open the images sequentially)
%**This needs to be a base filename that can automatically find all images.
try
img1 = rgb2gray(img1);
catch %already grayscale...
end
%NOW SET TO RESIZE PRIOR TO GAUSSIAN BLUR:
img1_large = imresize(img1,[mrows ncols],'bilinear');
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if gaus == true
%Apply Gaussian blur
PSF = fspecial('gaussian',[gsize gsize],gsigma);
img1_large = imfilter(img1_large,PSF,'circular','conv');
% img1 = imfilter(img1,PSF,'circular','conv');
end
% img1_large = imresize(img1,[mrows ncols]);
if useprofile == false
%Only if profile NOT in use.
%Show image:
subplot(1,2,1);
imshow(img1_large);
end
%Store image for later use:
imageunfilt{startno} = img1_large;
%Check actual resized size:
mrowsAct = size(img1_large,1);
ncolsAct = size(img1_large,2);
if filter == true

%If user selected edge-filtered images...

%Changed from using img1 to img1_large.
filt1 = edge(img1_large,method,opt1,opt2);
%filt1 = edge(img1,method,opt1,opt2);
%***Resize HERE instead!
%filt1 = imresize(filt1,[mrows ncols]);
%pause
subplot(1,2,2);
imshow(filt1);
% title('Double-click on the moving edge to track (or click once and press <ENTER>)','FontWeight','bold')
%Save image to array.
images{startno} = filt1;
else
images{startno} = img1_large;
end
if useprofile == false
%Only if profile NOT in use.
%Show title:
title('Double-click on the moving edge to track (or click once and press <ENTER>)','FontWeight','bold')
fprintf('Double-click on the moving edge to track (or click once and press <ENTER>)');
%Get edge information for edge to track:
[xtrack,ytrack,Ptrack] = impixel;
xpos(1) = 0;
xpos(1) = 0;
fprintf('For each image, Double-click on the moving edge to track (or click once and press <ENTER>)');
end
for i = startno+1:endno

%For all images after the first...

%Assemble name of next image:
curimg = strcat(imagebase,num2str(i),imagetype);
%Get image:
try
curimg = imread(curimg);
catch
fprintf('Last image already processed.');
break
end
%Convert to black/white if not already:
try
curimg = rgb2gray(curimg);
catch
end
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%Resizes prior to applying Gaus blur:
curimg_large = imresize(curimg,[mrows ncols],'bilinear');
if gaus == true
%Apply Gaussian blur
PSF = fspecial('gaussian',[gsize gsize],gsigma);
curimg_large = imfilter(curimg_large,PSF,'circular','conv');
%curimg = imfilter(curimg,PSF,'circular','conv');
end
%Update curimg_large:
%curimg_large = imresize(curimg,[mrows ncols]);
%Save image to array.
%images{i} = curimg_large;
imageunfilt{i} = curimg_large;
if useprofile == false %Only execute if profile NOT to be used by operator.
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(curimg_large)
%

curimg_large = imresize(curimg,[mrows ncols]);

if filter == true
%Changed to curimg_large:
filt2 = edge(curimg_large,method,opt1,opt2);
%filt2 = edge(curimg,method,opt1,opt2);
%Is it better to resize then edge filter, or vice versa?
%filt2 = imresize(filt2,[mrows ncols]);
%Save image to array.
images{i} = filt2;
% pause
%Show images:
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(filt2);
else
images{i} = curimg_large;
end
title('Double-click on the moving edge to track (or click once and press <ENTER>)','FontWeight','bold')
%Get tracking point:
[xtrack2,ytrack2,Ptrack2] = impixel;
%***Note curly brackets!!!
movex{i} = xtrack2;
movey{i} = ytrack2;
%this is absolute motion. relative motion found later
%(i-1)th entry.
xnum = i-startno+1;
%Get motion of point of interest:
xpos(xnum) = SFx*(mean(movex{i})-mean(xtrack));
ypos(xnum) = SFy*(mean(movey{i})-mean(ytrack));
end
end
%Get drift ref point data if user selected:
if useprofile == false %Only execute if profile NOT to be used by operator.
if drift == true
%Need images available for viewing:
msghandle = msgbox('For the next image sequence, double-click on the stationary reference edge (or click once and press <ENTER>)\n\nPress
the SPACE BAR to continue.');
pause
try %May have been closed already.
close(msghandle);
catch
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end
fprintf('For each image, Double-click on the stationary reference edge (or click once and press <ENTER>)');
%show figures:
subplot(1,2,1);
imshow(imageunfilt{startno});
subplot(1,2,2);
imshow(images{startno});
title('Double-click on the stationary reference edge (or click once and press <ENTER>)','FontWeight','bold')
[xdrift,ydrift,Pdrift] = impixel;
else
xdrift = 0;
ydrift = 0;
end
for i = startno+1:endno
if drift == true
%Get ref point:
%show figures:
subplot(1,2,1);
imshow(imageunfilt{i});
subplot(1,2,2);
imshow(images{i});
title('Double-click on the stationary reference edge (or click once and press <ENTER>)','FontWeight','bold')
[xdrift2,ydrift2,Pdrift2] = impixel;
driftx{i} = xdrift2;
drifty{i} = ydrift2;
else
driftx{i} = 0;
drifty{i} = 0;
end

%Drift of stationary point...

xnum = i-startno+1;
%Movement of reference point:
xref(xnum) = SFx*(mean(driftx{i})-mean(xdrift));
yref(xnum) = SFy*(mean(drifty{i})-mean(ydrift));
%Adjusted movement of POI:
xposadj(xnum) = xpos(xnum) - xref(xnum);
yposadj(xnum) = ypos(xnum) - yref(xnum);
end
end
%If need to Use profile:
if useprofile == true
%[LineResults] = get_linescan(imageunfilt,drift,usey,usex);
%call function, pass images,pass flag for get moving or not.
[LineResults] = get_linescan(imageunfilt,params);
%call function, pass images,pass flag for get moving or not.
% moveline = LineResults.roiavg;
lspos = LineResults.lspos;
%Multiply by scale factor:
%Format: lspos(xpos,ypos,xunadj,yunadj,xref,yref);
%Note: if usey = true, then need to use the SFy scale factor. If usex =
%true, then need to use SFx scale factor. **Note: The other columns in
%lspos are not really needed.
if usey == true
for jj = 1:5
lspos(:,jj) = lspos(:,jj)*SFy;
jj = jj+1;
end
yposadj = lspos(:,1);
ypos = lspos(:,3);
yref = lspos(:,5);
%Fill with empty:
xposadj = zeros(size(yposadj));
xpos = zeros(size(yposadj));
xref = zeros(size(yposadj));
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end
if usex == true
for jj = 1:5
lspos(:,jj) = lspos(:,jj)*SFx;
jj = jj+1;
end
xposadj = lspos(:,1);
xpos = lspos(:,3);
xref = lspos(:,5);
%Fill with empty:
yposadj = zeros(size(xposadj));
ypos = zeros(size(xposadj));
yref = zeros(size(xposadj));
end
end
%****Write results to file:
%Get FID to use:
if deletefile == true
fid = fopen(fileout,'w');
else
fid = fopen(fileout,'a');
end
try
fprintf(fid,'\n\n%s\n\n',headertext);
catch
msgg = strcat('The designated file (',fileout, ') is open. Close it then close this message box and press any key to continue. If you continue without
closing the file, an error will occur.');
junk = msgbox(msgg,'PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE');
pause
try
close(junk)
catch
end
if deletefile == true
fid = fopen(fileout,'w');
else
fid = fopen(fileout,'a');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n\n%s\n\n',headertext);
end
fprintf(fid,'Filename base: %s. Scale factor base: %s. \nUsed edges? %g. SFx: %g. SFy: %g\n\n',imagebase,SFimage,filter,SFx,SFy);
fprintf(fid,'%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n','XPos','YPos','Xunadj','Yunadj','Xrefpos','Yrefpos');
jsize = max(size(xpos,1),size(xpos,2));

%Grab the max. dimension

%for j = 1:size(xpos,2)
for j = 1:jsize
%Data:
fprintf(fid,'%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\n',xposadj(j),yposadj(j),xpos(j),ypos(j),xref(j),yref(j));
ForFile(j,1) = xposadj(j);
ForFile(j,2) = yposadj(j);
ForFile(j,3) = xpos(j);
ForFile(j,4) = ypos(j);
ForFile(j,5) = xref(j);
ForFile(j,6) = yref(j);
end
fclose(fid)
fprintf('The distance the edge has moved in (x,y) is:');
ForFile
%close(1) %close figure.
%Plot measurements:
figure(2)
plot(xposadj,'green')
hold on
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plot(yposadj,'red')
title('X and Y position of selected point');
AnResults.SFx = SFx;
AnResults.SFy = SFy;
%Clear large images:
images = [];
imageunfilt = [];

C.2.4 Source code for get_linescan.m
%function [LineResults] = get_linescan(useimage,moving,usey,usex)
function [LineResults] = get_linescan(useimage,params)
moving = params.stationary;
%
usey = params.usey;
%X or Y direction measurement?
usex = params.usex;
startno = params.startnoan; %Start and end no in sequence.
endno = params.endnoan;
distinpic= params.distinpic;
if usey == true;
dimen = 1;
end
if usex == true;
dimen = 2;
end

%Y direction:
%N umber of rows
%X direction:
%Number of rows

% ************************************************
% ***************************************************
% Attempt at line processing instead of edge processing; finding the edge
% through the intensity as defined by the operator.
%Attempt to close figure if open:
try
close(3);
catch
end
roiavgs = [];
roiavg = [];
lspos = [];

%Array of all average profiles.

if moving == true
lscount = 2;
%Will loop twice...
else
lscount = 1;
end
%figure(4);
for b = 1:lscount
%if b ==2
roiavg = [];

%Twice; once for moving, once for stationary. Can increase and have a third ref. point.

%for k = 1:size(useimage,2)
for k = startno:endno
%For first to last image....
%if k ==1 %First time through
if k ==startno %First time through
if b == 1 %Moving edge.
junk = msgbox('Sweep a rectangle containing all positions of moving edge. It should be more narrow than the edge being tracked.','PRESS
SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE');
pause
close(junk);
end
if b==2 %Stationary edge.
%Get refreshed figure:
close(3);
figure(3);
junk = msgbox('Sweep a rectangle containing all positions of reference edge. It should be more narrow than the edge being
tracked.','PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE');
pause
close(junk);
end
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figure(3);
[roi,rect] = imcrop(useimage{k});
close(3);
else
roi = imcrop(useimage{k},rect);
end
figure(3);
%Get mean value across selection:
for j = 1:size(roi,dimen)
if dimen == 1
roiavg(j) = mean(roi(j,:)); %Average intensity at jth point along selection.
else
roiavg(j) = mean(roi(:,j));
end
end
if usey == true
subplot(2,1,1)
%imshow(imrotate(roi,90));
imshow(imrotate(useimage{k},90));
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(roiavg);
end
if usex == true
subplot(2,1,1);
%imshow(imrotate(roi,90));
imshow(useimage{k});
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(roiavg);
end
%Get user input on position:
title('Click on the peak or valley corresponding to the desired edge');
[lsx,lsy]= ginput(1);

%Select ONLY 1 point from the graph.

%Position: lspos(x,y,xunadj,yunadj,xref,yref)
if b == 1
%*****NOTE: Attempt at correcting for rectangles being
%different sizes. **rect() should only be added on if
%distinpic = true.
%***5/17 12pm: Seems to work for Y. X has problems...
%lspos(k-startno+1,3) = mean(lsx);
%Index of lspos forced to start at 1.
%lspos(k-startno+1,4) = mean(lsy);
lspos2(k-startno+1,3) = mean(lsx);
%Index of lspos forced to start at 1.
lspos2(k-startno+1,4) = mean(lsy);
if usey == true
lspos(k-startno+1,3) = mean(lsx)+rect(2);
%Index of lspos forced to start at 1. NOTE: rect(1) subtracted off to normalize in X.
lspos(k-startno+1,4) = mean(lsy)+rect(1);
%NOTE: rect(1) subtracted off to normalize in X.
end
%***BIG PROBLEMS IN X DIRECTION: DOESN'T WORK RIGHT IF
%LEFT-HAND POINT WAS CHOSEN FIRST AND THEN THE SECOND CROP RECT
%DOESN'T INCLUDE THAT LEFT HAND POINT. SEEMS TO WORK IN THE
%CASE RH POINT CHOSEN FIRST THEN THE TWO RECT REGIONS ARE NOT
%OVERLAPPING, BUT IT'S NOT TRUSTWORTHY. DOES IT HAVE SOMETHING
%TO DO WITH THE ROTATION OF THE IMAGE?
if usex == true
lspos(k-startno+1,3) = mean(lsx)+rect(1);
%Index of lspos forced to start at 1. NOTE: rect(1) subtracted off to normalize in X.
lspos(k-startno+1,4) = mean(lsy)+rect(2);
%NOTE: rect(1) subtracted off to normalize in X.
end
%Preserve information:
roiavgs1(k,:) = roiavg;
rect1 = rect;
end
if b == 2
%lspos(k-startno+1,5) = mean(lsx);
%lspos(k-startno+1,6) = mean(lsy);
lspos2(k-startno+1,5) = mean(lsx);
lspos2(k-startno+1,6) = mean(lsy);
if usey == true;
lspos(k-startno+1,5) = mean(lsx)+rect(2);
lspos(k-startno+1,6) = mean(lsy)+rect(1);
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end
%***BIG X PROBLEMS...SEE ABOVE...
if usex == true;
lspos(k-startno+1,5) = mean(lsx)+rect(2);
lspos(k-startno+1,6) = mean(lsy)+rect(1);
end

%Preserve information:
roiavgs2(k,:) = roiavg;
rect2 = rect;
end
% roiavgs(b,k,:) = roiavg;

%Save to array...

end
hold off; %release hold on the figure.
end
%Subtract first point from others for each:
%For RELATIVE motion in the same images (ie, force gages), then the
%starting points should not be subtracted off. However, for multiple measurements, the same
%points need to be selected each time, or the results are completely
%different. A flag should be set in the output file accordingly.
if distinpic == false
%if relative dif. between is NOT needed:
%***************************************
%**********************************
%Still need to normalize either the moving or referecne edge!!@!!NOOO.
for jj = 1:size(lspos,2);
lspos(:,jj) = lspos(:,jj)-lspos(1,jj);
%Subtract the first row from all rows.
end
else
%In-image relative displacement needed.
end
%Get corrected displacement (this is correct).
for bb = 1:2;
try

%for x,y

%Only successful if ref edge used. If ref edge not used, then returns vectors of correct size but values all =0.
lspos(:,bb) = lspos(:,bb+2)-lspos(:,bb+4);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

if distinpic == true
%Need to add on the offset due to different crop rectangles being used
if usey == true
lspos(:,bb) = lspos(:,bb) + max(rect2(2),rect1(2))-min(rect2(2),rect1(2)) % (rect2(2)-rect1(2)) %Add on the offset in Y.
end
if usex == true
%*****CHECK THIS. MAKE SURE IT'S ALWAYS CORRECT.
lspos(:,bb) = lspos(:,bb) + (rect2(2)-rect1(2)); %Add on the offset in Y.
end
end
catch
%Make space...
lspos(:,bb+2) = 0;
lspos(:,bb+4) = 0;
end
end
%Return results with linescan:
LineResults.roiavg = roiavg;
LineResults.lspos = lspos;
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